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Th.e NCAA West
wrestling regional
invades Lantz Arena
this weekend.
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members
make no
excuses
+ Two fa'il to m£et
diversity requirenlRnl
By Win earr.quilo
SfUDf lif GOvERiiWEIIf EDifOA

Onl y one out of 29 Student
Senate members faileo to complete
the senate's diversity requirement
this semester.
Jessica Jarrett, chair of the
Diversity Affairs committee, said
the last few senate members to
tum in documentation of their
event Thursday night had procrastinated.
Numbers of senate members
completing the requirement have
tmproved since it was fu-st implemented in s pring 2002.
Jarrett said 19 out of 28 senate
members completed the requtrement last fall . No exact numbers
are avatlable for how many completed the requtrement m :-pnnl'(
2002. but one week before the
semester's dose. The narly
Eusttfm New:; reported only stx of
23 senate members had completed
the requirement.
,larren satd s he ts happy w11h the
result!·· ) thmk 11 reflect s good on the
senate to S<:.'t:' numhers hke that."
s he ~1J
The Student Senate passed a
bylaw tn the fall 2001 l'Cmestcr
rcqutnn ~
senate members to
attend one diverse event per
semester in order for the senate to
promote diversity on campus.
Ever since the requtrement went
uno effect in spring 2002. not all
senate members have completed
the requirement
Lisa flam. student vice president for student affairs. said there
is no excuse for not fulfilling the
diversity reqwrement.
..We can't go another semester
without all of the senators fulfilling
their requirement:· she said. "I
think that the senators that chose
not to fulfill their diversity
requirement are not being fair to
all the students that they repre-

By T1m Martin
CAMPUS ED ITOR

Following Danita Timmons, assistant director of
Panther Dirung. .around over the rourse of a day can
wear down shoe ·tread in a hurry.
Tim m on s
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At Wednesday's senate meeting,
a change to the bylaw was
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D8nlta Tmrnona, 1 11 tall~ ot ~ Dlnklg, ctwcb the 8mOU'1t of food on one
ot the _.w,g 1.,. ot thel'hclrNS Olnng Cenlllr on ~ moe
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A day ~)he
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running Thomas
Hall
Dining
Center.
At one glance
More inside
she's answenng a telephont!, then
she asks some<Jinc 1f the french
• Where the
fnes are warm enough. Then she
unused meal
SWipes go
discusses a p1cc•e from the hroken
d1shwa:-her
Page 3
After that she· asks her employees how they are domg today, and
at the next lllStant she talks to a few
students ~mmenllnJl on their dar's lunch or Chicken
and ,-c~etahle soru p
Sound hk..: a b1usy d.,,..,
Da~ IS such a tlroad t1tlt· ht·.:auSt:· tht· ahon· pia~ -h~
pi<Jy wa!- fur em ily i1n: mmult'' out u f th~: energt•ttc
Tunmons· dally f'lluttnt·
··1 hke to be n:-.1hll'. therefore, I don't really han· <•
~t ~hedule. " Tunmon,.. :><11d " I am bu!-v fieldmg I.JUt:,..·
t!ons un11l the· afuemoon when thmgs qu1t:t Jnwn ..
Tht• lunch line·:- at the Thomas Hall Dmmj.! C.:ntt:r
were espcctally busy Thursda} aftl'moun hct:au't.'. a:Timmnns put n· ··everyone want ~ to eat lunch ncforl'
the}' leave for haome."
Russell !\tesknnen. a sophomore fmancmg maJor
who was sernng count~· fned steak and potatoe~ tn
thl' :\ndrews hne:. ~td he apprec1att!s l'lmmon~· attentiOn to deta1l
"She always a1sks how I am domg," he sa1d ··She:
asks how clas.se:s are gomg. JUSt pretty much everything m life. and that shows that she cares ..
And that extra care tnckles down to the !.300 s tudents who eat u1 Thomas Hall Dmmg Center every
day.
Robert Brown in g. a political sc1ence graduate student who also competed in last weekend's Mr EIU
competition, said Timmons arranged some days for
tus lunch to be specially cooked.
"Dantta tells nne what she has (for the day's lunch)
that ts low in fat every day," he sajJ. "And s he sometimes cooks things especially for me - like when they
serve ch.icken. they will cook mine separate so that
SEE M OYE
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Anti-death penalty bill wouldn't likely affect Mertz
Byc.tr......,
CITY (OITOR

Thursday1s House bill favoring
abolition of the death penalty will
not likely affect Anthony B.
Mertz's place on death row.
A bill repl.acing the death penalty with life
imprisonment
without parole
was passed out
of the state
H o u s e
Judi cia r y
Co m mittee
Thursday.
This bill, presented by State ......, li1lltz
Rep.
Art
1\mler, will go to the run Dlfnois

floor for debate. Following open
debate, House me1mbers will either
vote for or agains1t the legislation.
'I'bis legislation would completely abolish state ttt:ili?.ation of the
death penalty. The ultimate fonn
of crim.ina.l punishment would then
be life imprisonment without
allowance of parolle.
An Associated l>ress report said
Rep. Jim Sacia, R-Freeport, promised to "speak loo1dly" against the
bill when it readies tbe House
floor. Those opposed to the bill said
it provides justia~ for tbe vicpms
of homble Crimesi.
Gov. Rod Biaglojevk:b.. a death
peoaity ~pporter, raised tbe possibility of vetoing t:be bill should It
reach ~ tbe AP reports said.
An AP release said even with

Democrats in control of both legislative chambers increasing
chances of the bill's passing, governmental passing is very unli.ke-ly.
Jennifer Bishop-Jenkins, chairperson for Murder Victims'
Families for ReconciliatiOil, said
complete abolition of the death
penalty in IUinois is unlihly
because of legislators' reluctance
to take a st2md a.gajnst it.
" An lllinois bill for tbe abolition
of the death penalty is not expected to pass," Bishop-Jenkins said.
She mentiooed a St. Louis PostDispatch poll which revealed ~
thirds of polled IlliDoiaans would
prefer abolition of the death penalty or would not vote against it.
"Only one-third of tbe people

polled would vote against abolition
of the death peoalty," she said
Senate bills to reform the death
penalty were passed Thesday.
These bills list a variety of s tipulations to prevent future errors
like the ones leading to a moratorium and commutation of sentences.
"Mandatory DNA testing and
video-taped confessions are a couple requirements listed in the new
bill," Bisho!Nenkins said.
Other reform requirements
include allowing judges to overlook death sentences for tho6e convicted based. on a jailhouse
informer, accomplice or sinPe witness· testimo~ and requiring
police to photograph line-ups.
The ' reform would tighten

requirements for police to tum
over evidence to assist the defense.
Also, the Supreme Court would be
able to dismiss death sentences
that are "fundamentally unjust."
even if there is oo technical flaw in
the procee4tn8s. an AP release
said
}
"Thesday's reform bills willlil<ely pass at ~te," Bishop-Jenkins
said.
Blagojevich said former Gov.
George Ryan's moratorium will
remain in effect until reforms are
made on the capital punishment
system.
Mertz will remain on death row
.ud possibly be the fll'8t executed
following the recent commutations should his appeal process be
denied.
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Temperatures
should spring
up during break
+ Warm, dry conditions
predicted for vacation
hot spots around country
By early Mullady
CI TY EDITOR

Whether traveling near or far
for break, weather forecasts call
for warm and dry conditions.
illinois and distant vacation hot
spots have a pleasant forecast for
the next 10 days.
Dallas Price, local weather
observer and former Eastern
geology professor, said the state
should have milder weather
starting Friday and last through
most of break.
Charleston residents will experience temperatures in the 40s,
proof of a transition from winter
into the beginning of spring.
"Saturday and Sunday may
still be a little winter-ish," Price
said. "But next week we'll begin
to see that let up."
Price said beginning March 11,
East Central Illinois will begin its
seasonal steps away from cold.
"It won't be spring yet, but it
will be showing signs that winter
is being crushed," Price said.
Throughout the state, temperatures will be on the rise for the
vacation.
Southern Illinois' forecast is
warmer than the rest of the state,
Price said.
"There is bound to be a temperature difference throughout
the state," he said. "Just think of
all those degrees of latitude
between the north and south."
Northern Illinois' temperatures may not reach the high
marks of central or southern
areas of the state, but the weather conditions show minimal signs
of precipitation.
State residents traveling to
Chicago for break will see pleasant weather for the city during
winter.
The National Weather Service
forecast shows 40-45 degree tern-

"It won 't be spring yet,
but it will be showing
signs that winter is
being crushed."
-Oalias Price
peratures Friday and Saturday,
and then temperatures will linger
in the thirties until next Friday
and Saturday where the forecasted high is near 50 degrees.
Most of the week will be partly
cloudy with the only sign of precipitation being light snow
Monday.
Popular distant vacation areas
also have a positive weather outlook for Eastern's spring break
week.
Panama City Beach, Fla.,
should have temperatures ranging from 67 to 72 degrees
throughout the week. Wednesday
is the only day with the threat of
precipitation, but no stornlS are
likely.
A pleasant Las Vegas vacation
is a safe weather bet, with temperature forecasts ranging from
66 to 77 degrees and no chance of
rain before March 15.
The National Weather Service
forecast lists high temperatures
from 55 to 68 degrees with no
greater than a 20 percent chance
of rain before break's end at
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Students crossing the border
for spring break can get accustomed to heat and sunshine for
most of the week.
Cancun's forecast shows temperatures from 85 to 88 degrees
with the highest chance of showers at 40 percent Thursday.
A sunny week of 82 to 84
degree temperatures and no possibility of rain is Puerto Vallarta's
forecast for spring break.
Eastern students should prepare to return from break to
pleasant weather as winter
changes to spring, Price said.
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Donelle Ruwe, professor in the English department, speaks about the amount of women authors compared to the
amount of men authors during a talk for Women's History Awareness month Thursday afternoon in the
conference room of Booth Ubrary.

Rekindling the Renaissance

+ Eng/ ish professors

discuss writing from
78th, 79th centuries
By Colin McAuliffe
STAFF WRITER

Four Eastern English professors
united to discuss Renaissance
through the early 20th Century
English and American writers as
part of the Women's History
Awareness month.
Julie Campbell, Donelle Ruwe,
Angela Vietto and Richard Sylvia
discussed women writers from
four different eras Thursday afternoon in Booth Library.
Female writers from the
Renaissance, late 18th centuryearly 19th century, mid 19th centu-
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To prepare for the panel, she
said she had to think about
Trimmer in a different context
than she was used to. She had to
find the value to people outside of
her own field.
Jennifer Rigg, a graduate student in the English department,
said she attended the forum
because she found out about it
from her teachers, some of which
were on the panel discussion, and
she is interested in the
Renaissance.
"I like to hear what my teachers
are doing besides teaching," she
said.
Rigg added that students forget
that teachers do more than teach
the students.
"They do other things besides
lecturing us," she said.

RHA makes Bucket Brigade donation
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ry, and early 20th century were
discussed during the lecture.
"There was a great turnout and
great questions from students,"
Vietto said.
Ruwe posed four questions to be
considered when looking for the
importance of women writers: Is
the author of historical value, is the
author of literary importance, is
she of topical importance, and is
what she writes about of high aesthetic importance.
Her main focus was on Sarah
Kirby Trimmer, who wrote childrens' books and religious commentary, founded Sunday schools
and also two literary magazines.
One of 'Iiimmers' more popular
books Is "Robin's Redbreast."
Ruwe said she had been studying
Trimmer for about eight years.
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A donation to Bucket Brigade
and preparation for a visit from a
USA 11xlay representative highlighted the Residence Hall
Association meeting at Carman
Hall Thursday.
Bucket Brigade's purpose is to
renovate homes in Charleston, said
Denise
Peters,
National
Communication Coordinator-Illinois

Communication Coordinator.
In order to renovate homes, the
Bucket Brigade needs money.
"The Student Action Team is
going to Springfield to lobby for
money for the Bucket Brigade,"
Peters said. "The Student Action
Team goes to Springfield two to
three times a semester to lobby for
money, and they send letters to legislators."
The RHA decided to do its part
in helping Bucket Brigade by giv-

ing a $20 donation.
"I'm glad we made a donation to
Bucket Brigade," said RHA
President Stina Heldmann.
Preparation for the USA 11xlay
representative was another topic
discussed at the RHA meeting.
USA 11xlay supplies USA 11xlay,
Chlcago 1Hbune and the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch to the residence
halls for the collegiate readership
program that will remain next
year.

Festival features 'Sesame Street' character
By Amy Bicknell
STAFF WRITER

Students, children and adults
from all around the community
will experience a weekend of food,
music and art at the Celebration: A
Festival of the Arts.
A variety of rock, jazz, classical
and folk bands will be at the event,
in addition to the art show.
Dan Crews, publicity/promotion
specialist, suggests art-loving students come to the weekend festival.
"It's like the last big party on

campus,· he said.
One of the more popular attractions at the festival is the art show
that will feature art from professional vendors from all over
Illinois.
'JYpes of artists will include potters,jewelers, painters, woodworkers, photographers, sculptors and
silversmiths.
For the past 26 years people
from all around Charleston-area
have traveled to Eastern's campus
for the annual festival.
This event usually attracts
around 8,000 to 10,000 people, and

the event is free of admission.
Adding to the festivities is a special presentation for children,
which features Gordon, the popular Sesame Street Character.
Colleen Novak, a freshman special education major, attended the
festival last year with her family.
She said it was a great environment not just for families, but students also.
"There is something for everyone to enjoy," Novak said. "People
of all ages had a great time."
The festival will take place May
2 toMay4.
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By Tim Martin
CAMPUS EDITOR

Jenny Young, a freshman special education
major, ate some celery and a few bites ofjello
Thursday night in the Thomas Dining Hall.
And as the owner of the 12-meal plan, Young
paid $6.57 per meaL
Sounds like a pretty expensive on-the-go dinner, huh?
More expenses than the raw costs of the food
that totals $2.8 million annually are worked into
the meal swipe plan.
The dining budget also has costs for worker
salary, carry-out items and construction
upgrades.
"The raw food costs about $2.50 to $3.50 per
meal, sometimes more, sometimes less," said
Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining.
"Our goal is to make budget using every dollar
possible.•
Based on the off-campus resident fee for the
10, 12 and 15-meal plans during the 17 weeks of
the spring semester, the prices ranged from
$7.57 a swipe for the 10-meal plan and $5.52 for
the 15-meal plan.
"The overall housing and dining budget has
bUilt in money for reinvestment for things Uke
the new roofs above Thomas and Thylor dining
halls," Hudson said. "It's not Uke we say each
student will get $3 of food - we buy in bulk but it's more or less just a big pool of money."
The physical upkeep and remodeling also
becomes part of the bottom line.
"It is hard to decide what to flx, " said Jody
Hom, director of Panther Dining. "Students
would notice us changing the conveyors at
Carman less than if we were to replace the
chairs or the carpet."
Other costs the meal p lan helps pay for
include food in the University Food Court and
Panther Catering.
Dining halls are found at Carman, Thomas,
Thylor, Stevenson Tower East and Stevenson
Tower West. Dining and housing employs over
280 student employees.
"I don't think students realize they can eat five
times a day if they want to, • Hom said. "They
would have to move around a little bit, but they
could do that. •
Another student misconception Is that they
should eat or take a food portion equal to the
amount that was paid per swipe.
But H udson said the costly meal swipe only
entitles food options, not consumption.
"Students buy the opportunity to eat," he said.
"I think where most people get confused is they
say they can go to McDonald's and get a Value
Meal for only a fraction of the price we charge.
"But what do they get? A drink, fries and a
burger. At the dining centers, think how many
options do you have? There is a salad bar, an
entree, an array of foods that make for a balanced meal - that is where the value of the meal
swipe kicks in,• H udson said.
The food is ordered on a week-by-week basis,
and Housing and Dining uses statistics from the
previous week, month and year to determine the
size of the order.
"We have a deep production of records that
kind of offset the fact that buying food isn't an
exact science," Hom said. "We try our best not
to waste food. •
Hudson used this week as an example of how
Housing and Dining looked at previous years'
trends.
"We knew students would eat less this week
because students are all trying to lose weight for
spring break,• he said. "But when they come
back, all bets are off.•
Luke Karcher, a freshman public relations
major, will go to Florida for spring break, but
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Meal plan prices
+ 10 swipe plan - $1,287
+ 12 swipe plan - $1,341
+ 14 swipe plan - $1.401
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Unused meal swipes do not make much money for the university, because they factor
the unused plans into the budget.

We've got the
prescription for a
successful
business...

0° Park Place Apts ··.
• Free Trash
• Parking

still has eaten
every meal.
"I could see
where people
would want to
eat less this
week, those who
are trying to get

lean and cut fat, " he said.
Hudson stood by his best bang for the buck
theory.
"If you tried to recreate at home what we
offer at the dining halls, you'd easily spend $50,"
he said.
Although the meal swipes are such a great
bargain students consistently do not use them.
Recent numbers from the Housing and Dining
office show at least 1/3 of the time students don't
take advantage of the opportunity.
Combining the numbers from both on and off
campus meal plans, students have 37,882 potential meal swipes.
For the week of Feb. 17-23, the Housing and
Dining office reported 24,256 meal swipes were
used - only 64 percent of the total that was paid
for.
"Thomas doesn't serve breakfast and I'm too
lazy to walk somewhere else, so I don't use as
many meal swipes as I would,• Chris Kim, a
freshman English major, said. "Other times, I
just don't have time."
So a question arises concerning the lost meal
sWipes: if more than 13,000 paid meal swipes are
unaccounted for, even if each remaining meal
swipe was from the cheapest 15-meal plan of
$5.52, where does more than $70,000 a week go?
Hudson said the university does not create
meal plan costs expecting students to use 100
percent of their meal swipes.
"It has been a consistent number over many
years, and we expect students to miss about 1/3
of meals," Hudson said.
Essentially, if every student were to use all
their meal swipes, the university would not be
financially prepared.
"Our goal is to get to zero," Hudson said.
Students think Housing and Dining is hitting
their goal of zero, but in the wrong fashion.
"(The food} Is j ust poor, the quality is just so
bad,. Kim said.
Brian Grudowski, a Junior English major,
agreed with Kim.
"It's satisfactory, but if they are shooting for
something above satisfactory, they have got
some work to do,• he said.
Young had strong views in her dislike of the
food.
"The food is gross, not good, and it's not good
quality whatsoever,• she said. "It's not appetizing, it seems Uke they make the maximum
amount of food possible and when you are making food for Uke 300 kids, it isn't going to be
good."
Hudson was not shocked by the unsatisfied
feedback.
"I am proud of how the administration staff is
able to have the level of service they do because
they have a lot going on all the time," he said. "I
don't think they get nearly the recognition they
deserve.
"Everyone is a food critic. If the napkins
aren't loaded, if the silverware isn't quite right,
or if the food isn't warm enough - there are so
many variables that we have to control," Hudson
said.
But the work that puts the food on the plates
of thousands of students every day Is something
Hudson marvels.
"We prepare our food in a rolling process,
prepping all through the meal," Hudson said.
"And that's the art of dining, the attention to the
flow. "
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EDITORIAL

Have fun,
but be
careful
Some will travel to Florida, New Orleans, Las
Vegas and California. Many others will do good
deeds throughout the country as an alternative.
And still others aren't going anywhere but back
to their respective homes throughout the
Midwest.
But wherever students go for spring break,
they must be cautious.
Spring break is something to be enjoyed by
all, no matter if the destination is Northern
Illinois or New York.
At issue
Spring breaks come and go
The spring
and likely never happen
break vacation
again once students leave
kicking off
today
college. The professional
world doesn't provide midOur stance
March breaks for the sake of No matter
giving employees a rest.
where students
Spring breaks can bring
are going this
spring break,
once-in-a-lifetime opportunithey need to
ties.
take caution
But many college students
and not overdo
overdo it.
the fun.
A story in the Jan. 12 edition of USA Today reported many students are
heading oversees because of loosely-enforced
alcohol laws. Places pitching these spring
break hot spots play up locations such as
Amsterdam's near non-existent drug Jaws.
They provide promotional material pushing
the advantages of traveling somewhere with a
lower drinking age.
But lax rules shouldn't mean relaxed morals
and common sense.
The all-you-can-drink and smoke spring
break tours aren't how to take advantage of a
unique opportunity.
Why smoke and drink away something that
should be remembered for a lifetime?
The U.S. Consulate in Mexico reported in
2002, American students accounted for two
deaths, 360 arrests, four minor injuries that
required medical evacuations, one rape and 495
reports of lost or stolen property.
The Jesson from the statistics - make the
most of spring break, but don't make too much
of it.
The students here make Eastern what it is.
Hopefully none will be lost during this exciting
time.
Upon returning to campus prepare to make
the most of what's left of the year. While spring
break provides a boom time for many students,
it's important to go out of the semester with a
bang.
When out and about on spring break and
when returning from destinations throughout
the globe, give reason for Eastern to be proud.
The editorial ts the majority optnton of The
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Sha.ma Gustafson

Senior writer
and monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Gustafson also is
a senior
journalism major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
slgustalson@eiu.edu

I think I've finally got a handle
on what college living Is all about.
It's taken nearly four years, but I
think this time I finally
understand.
College living is about having
next to nothing in checking, having
an even smaller paycheck on the
way, an electric bill twice what you
expected it to be, rent due and a
natural gas bill that God couldn't
pay off. Along with these woes, a
credit card bill, or two, are an
added bonus, and if you're lucky,
major car problems will be right
around the comer.
Everybody has money problems,
right? The real proof you are living
like a college student is when you
decide to go to the bar anyway, and
ifyou're hardcore enough, to go on
spring break as well.
This is the first time in four
years I've honestly found myself
living penny to penny yet kept having fun as my top priority. At this
point, I'm more concerned about
my upcoming trip to New Orleans
than I am about paying off my
debts, and to be honest, I don't
care.
If I were smart, I'd drop the
trip, or at least cut back on my
spending before hand. Instead,
I've kept living as I like, worrying

"None of us are sure
we're ready to grow up
yet, but reality is
rushing."
about getting cash to go to Stix
instead of worrying about the
water bill.
And I like not thinking about it.
Face it, this is the one and only
time we will ever be able to eat
Ramen and macaroni for a week
straight in order to spend exorbitant amounts of money for a five
day party called spring break.
This is the last time I will get to
laugh in the face of my checkbook
and head out for another night on
the town.
I guess the Jesson I'm taking is
this is my time to have fun. I've
met the best friends I've ever had
here in college; I've learned more
than I thought possible about life;
and although I know how to be
responsible with my money. I'm
ready to push off my concern for a
few more weeks, and live it up as
only a person in college can.
Friends of mine are concerned
no one will be any fun after col-

lege, that all anyone will worry
about is bills and j obs, and eventually families. None of us are sure
we're ready to grow up yet, but
reality is rushing toward us like
a freight train.
Maybe that's why it took until
now to realize what college was
about. Until this year, I worried
about money, worried about
homework and what was coming
next. Maybe that was because I
realized subconsciously I had to
have enough money and good
enough grades to keep coming
back.
I think this might be what the
mysterious "senioritus" is all
about. It's not that I don't care
about the future anymore, or
even that I don't care about
what's going on around me. I just
need to soak up every last
moment of irresponsibility, selfishness and fun that I can before
it all ends.
No, the world isn't going to
change because I graduated
from college, but I will. And recognizing that fact makes me
want to savor every last second
of this freedom I have left.
I'll pay the bills, but today, I'm
not worried about buying a suit;
I'm worried about buying a beer.
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YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

DEN staff provided great trial coverage
Journalism students at
Eastern would do well to
emulate the dedication and
effort The Dally Eastern
News staff showed in its
coverage of the Anthony
Mertz trial and sentencing.
The newspaper's daily
reports of the trial and the
other stories that frequently
accompanied the coverage
were an outstanding example of the right way to handle a major issue. The
Eastern community was
privileged to have access to
that kind of coverage.
Also, as a longtime
reporter for the local newspaper who also covered the
case, I want to thank Shauna
Gustafson and the rest of The
Dally Eastern News staff for
their companionship and
help during what was a trying situation for everyone
who was involved in any way
at all. All the best to you in
the future.
DaveFopay
Charleston Times-Courier

No winners when it
roiilfS to waging war
"Iraq must be disarmed.
There is no other way. •
Patriots and protesters can
agree on this. Being anti-war
does not deny this need. It
only denies the need justifies the use war. Who wins
at war? We are told the one
who conquers the other is
the winner. But the only
reason we think that is
because our history is written by winners, and the
winners want to be able to
start more wars. The books
are cooked to make war
look appealing. War is considered "justified" because
it violently suppresses the
overt conflict, problem or
misunderstanding. But
nothing actually changes.
What does war actually do?
It only rearranges the stage
and the players in preparation for the next war. This
is historically true.
Even the "war on terror-

ism" will not eliminate terrorism. It will guarantee the
survival of terrorism. It will
grow terrorism. That is
what we do. A generation
ago we at least tried to
avoid the next war.
This country was the
most magnanimous in the
world. What we did for our
allies and enemies after
1945 was heavenly. But
even that charity could not
stop the growth of the next
round of violence because
war only produces more
war. The end did not j ustify
the means. This is historically true. Why think like a little kid and revert to war
when other options are
available? It might take
longer and the bloodlust for
vengeance and manifest
destiny would have to be

curbed and "national pride"
would have to become what
it was in 1945 - a desire to
avoid the next war. Can this
country do this? It was
done once before. Now
would be a good time to
remember what we can
achieve without blindly racing into the abyss of war.
Iraq can be disarmed for
Jess money and very few
lives. War is not the only
option. Let another option
work. Don't make the global situation worse by pursuing this madness. The end
- to prevent a war - will
never be achieved by war.
It never has, and it never
will.
Bryan Mtller
Associate professor
for biological sciences.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e·mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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Children's book illustrators
being featured at Tarble
By Angela Harris

J

STAFF WRITER

111

STEP HEN HAAS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Donelle Ruwe, professor in the English department, s peaks about the amount of women
authors compared to the amount of men authors during a talk for Women's History
Awareness month Thursday afternoon in the conference room of Booth Ubrary.

The Speak! Children's Book Illustrators
Brag About Their Dogs exhibition will
offer original art from 32 well-known children's book illustrators.
Speak! will include art from popular children's illustrator Wendell Minor, said
Michael Watts, director at Tarble Arts
Center.
Wendell also Is an author, editor and creator of the book upon which the exhibition
is based.
Watts said the aim of the exhibition is to
develop children's creativity and enhance
their learning skills through the arts.
Speak! was suggested by Eastern alumna
Mariano Younger.
Watts said Thrble has had a similar exhibition hosting Janet Spivey Gilcriest, also
an Eastern alumna.
A special teacher's gUide will be offered

BOT may settle five contracts
By John Chambers
ADMINISTRAT ION ED ITOR

In addition to the recent faculty union settlement, four
other contract agreements could be officially ratified this
month.
Eastern's Board of 1hlstees is set to tentatively meet
March 19 in a teleconference call to vote on the contracts.
Eastern's chapter of the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees agreed on wage issues
for the third year of contracts, said Bob Wayland, director
of employee and labor relations.
AFSCME represents two recent union settlements, one
with building and food service employees and the other
with clerical and technical representatives.
Each settlement affects about 200 union members.
"It was just a wage opener," and the rest of the contract
will be discussed in several months after the third-year
agreements expire, Wayland said.
The contracts are now in their third year, and AFSCME
members were offered no basic increase.
However, employees are guaranteed a one-time bonus

equal to 1.5 percent of their base salary unless there is a
rescission before mid-May.
That agreement matches the one offered to the
University Professionals of Illinois local faculty chapter
union for the first year of its contract
The two other contracts to be ratified this month are
with the local Illinois Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
and Painters District Council number 58.
The UPI negotiated for 11 months with steps made
toward faculty striking.
The contract includes provisions for intellectual property rights, academic freedom, distance education and
workload, among other issues.
"I think we got the faculty a good contract," said UPI
chief negotiator Charles Delman last month. "I think it's as
fair as we could get during the current (economic) situation."
The faculty ratified the 4-year contract Feb. 25.
Eastern also had labor agreements with other employee
unions not settling new contracts, such as with the Illinois
Fraternal Order of Police and International Union of
Operating Engineers.

AB passes dramatic players budget
By James Washburn
STAFF WR ITER

A burst of laughter erupted at the
Apportionment Board meeting
Thursday night when one of the board
members realized his number was
incorrect
"Brice, I think we're off by $10,"
AB board member John Stimac said.
The total amount of funds available
from the AB totaled $462,375, so when
the discussion suddenly revolved
around a $10 amount, most of those
present seemed to enjoy spending a
few seconds enjoying a good laugh.
The AB met Thursday night to hear

the proposed budget from the
Dramatic Players for the fiscal year
of 2004 and attempted to approve the
budgets from all five boards the AB
oversees.
The AB also voted unanimously to
approve the budgets of the three
other boards: the approved budget for
the Student Government is $31,900;
the University Board's proposed
budget was cut by around $48,000 for
a total of $204,104; and Sports and
Recreation will receive $194,856,
which Is about $5,000 less than was
requested.
The AB Chair Amy Leonard said

she thought the board was unbiased
when deciding how the funds should
be distributed.
The AB passed the Players' budget
of $9,238 unanimously.
Next, the AB voted unanimously to
approve the AB's budget of $22,276
after it reduced its initial amount by
$16,649.
The $16,649, which eXisted in its
budget for the expense of a secretary
they do not currently need, was split
between the University Board and the
Sports and Recreation Board to try
and accommodate their budgets that
needed to be cut.

for free, and teachers are encouraged to
make use of this unique exhibition by calling Kitt Morice, the curator of education at
Tarble, or Watts at 581-2787.
Already scheduled to attend the event
are the third-grade students of Carl
Sandburg Gradeschool in Charleston.
These students will utilize the center's
facilities for their art class at Tarble following a tour, Watts said.
Copies of Speak! are available at the
exhibition to read and can be purchased in
the Tarble gift shop as well.
The Speak! exhibition will open Friday
and continue through AprU 19 at Tarble.
Thrble's hours are from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday.
Tarble is closed Mondays and wUl be
closed this Sunday.
Speak! Is on loan from the Mazza
Collection, located at the University of
Findlay-Ohio.

CAA may revise
bylaws after break
By Holly Henschen
STAFF WR ITER

The Council on Academic
Affairs discussed bylaw revi-

sions Thursday without making
a move toward change.
The council voted to postpone discussion of the revisions
by a vote of IH. Deliberations
will resume May 1, the last
meeting of the spring semester.
The proposed changes deal
with council membership.
The revision would pick two
voting faculty members from
each college to sit on the council, as well as two at large members. This counters the current
policy of membership selected
at large from the university
community.
Ronnie Deedrick, one of
three student members on the
council, said he was "comfortable with the balance of power"
that now eXists on the council.
CAA now has 13 voting members. If the proposal passes, the
council will consist of two
members from each of the four
colleges, two at large members,
and three student members.
'"Iwo members from each
college doesn't allow for over
representation," Julie Dietz,
health studies instructor and
council member, said.
Passing the bylaw is necessary to achieve "an equitable

voice in representation" on the
council, she said.
"I feel we should have equal
representation because we deal
with the curriculum," said
Nancy Marlow, chair of the
council.
If the proposed bylaw
changes are approved, they will
go into effect one year later.
"There is no need to rush,"
said James Tidwell, journalism
professor and council member.
Article 9 of the CAA bylaws
states a motion to revise bylaws
can be made at anytime with a
written proposal from a council
member.
Revisions of three communication disorders and sciences
courses, and two new CDS
course approvals, were added
to the council's agenda.
CDS 4200, Language and
Literacy, emphasizes the connection between oral and written language in the development of literacy skills.
CDS 4800, Communication
Modalities, focuses on non-verbal communication such as sign
language and other alternative
communication.
These will be discussed at the
next meeting.
The next CAA meeting will
be at 2 p.m. March 19 in the
Arcola-Thscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
M I!:NINGI T I S

The Minority Affairs Offices wishes to
thank the following for making the
African Hertiage Celebration a su ccess
African Ame rican Heritage
Cele bration Committee
African Ame rican American Studies
Program
American Marketing Association
Art De partment
Black Stude nt Union
Bud Edwards
Claude Ma gee
College of Education and
Professional Studies
Community Blood Service of Illinois
Daily Eastern News
Dean James Johnson
EIUnity
English Department
Illinois Arts Council
Isabel Castro

I

Joycelynn Phillips
Kathle en Moreno
Minority Today
Monique Cook-Bey
Norman Greer
NPHC
Office of Civil Rights
Ollie Ray
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
Spe ech Communication
Student Life Office
Tarble Arts Center
Tim Engles
University Board
University Scheduling and Catering
Staff
Vicki Woodward
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Excuses:

Some senate members wanted to
change diversity bylaw
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOCIATE PHO TO EDITOR

Batter up!
Eric Gebben, freshman undecided major, tosses a baseball in a game of catch with Jimbo Mihalovich, freshman physical
education major. Thursday afternoon on the South Quad.

Move:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

there is no fat. •
By the time Timmons can help students with personal food requests, she
has gone through half of her daily routine.
Since last week's opening of the
Marketplace at Thomas Hall DlnJng
Center, Timmons now begins work
around 8 am., which Is a challenge with
two sons, Evan, 5, and Logan, 2.
"I only run Into problems just getting
to work; when I get there things normally work out,• she said with a smile.
Timmons uses the slow-paced mornIngs to answer phone calls, respond to emails and purchase food. After Thomas
finishes serving lunch and cleaning up
around 2 p.m., Timmons oversees the
prep work for dinner and attends meetIngs.
During the lunch rush, Timmons

walks feverishly around the dining center.
"I need to get one of those odometers
to see how much I actually walk In a
day,• she commented while striding
from the dining hall to the kitchen.
Timmons, who also had 13 years of
restaurant experience at Richard's
Farm In Casey, a town about 20 miles
south of Charleston, has had her hand in
just about everything (but hopefully not
In the food).
After student workers show up for
work around 10 a.m., lunch Is prepared.
Shortly before 11 a.m. Thursday, the
stainless steel-dominated kitchen, which
has access to both Thomas' and
Andrews' lines, was busy with employees frying hamburgers and country
fried chicken.
Timmons said most of the food served
for the meal is In a storage freezer In the
kitchen, but other supplies like desserts,

meats and paper supplies are stored In
the basement.
And from all the employees' hard
work, the end result is the food Eastern
students consume every day.
"Ultimately, I want people to eat here
not because they have to, but because
they want to come, • Timmons said.
For Browning, his choice to eat at
Eastern was not one made out of necessity.
"She has really accommodated me
and been really nice, • said Browning,
who took second In his division at Mr.
EIU. "She's been really helpful. •
Just like the menu of food served In
the dining halls Timmons oversees, her
job is ever-changing.
"I enjoy the positive, upbeat proactive environment," she said.
"Everyone Is energetic and there Is
something new everyday. It's nice to be
around such a young atmosphere. •

discussed.
Jarrett said a change would only be made to
Improve the bylaw.
"I think that It would be necessary to change to clarIfy It better," Jarret said. ''I'm not trying to change the
purpose of the bylaw, I just want to put It In writing so
that future chairs won't have to try and explain It each
semester."
"A bylaw change would not be the answer to get senate to fulfill the diversity reqUirement," Flam said.
Student Body President Alison Mormino said the
diversity reqUirement bylaw has two main focuses.
"The primary focus was on race, gender, and sexual orientation. The secondary focus of the bylaw is
educational level, and socioeconomic status, •
Mormino said.
Mormino said It doesn't hurt to fulflll the bylaw, but
more needs to be done to elevate the level of awareness on campus and In the senate.
Student Senate member Tim Edwards, who coauthored the bylaw, said a change to the bylaw was
ridiculous.
"Some senators wanted to change the bylaw
because they couldn't fulfill it. I believe those senators
who felt like that are making excuses and It is just
plain pathetic," Edwards said.
The Dally Eastern News reported In September that
the diversity reqUirement deadline had been moved
from the end of the semester to midterm to combat
procrastination.
Last spring when the reqUirement first went Into
effect, many senate members went to the same event
at the end of the semester.
Jarrett said completion of the bylaw at midterm
was meant to encourage further participation In
diversity events.
"The rationale Is that If students complete the
reqUirement by the midterm, they'll be more Inclined to
go to other diversity events all semester,• Jarrett said.
"I think that making It due by midterm Is better for the
senators that are Interested In their events and want to
learn more about other cultures and religions, etc. •
Jarrett said she tried to make It a point to make senate members write what they learned.
"This semester I had them write a reflection and tell
their experiences, rather than write, 'The activity was
very eye-opening, I liked It a lot,"' Jarrett said.
The penalty for not fulfllllng the diversity reqUirement is counted as missing a committee meeting.
Previously that penalty did not mean much, but It
could have severe ramifications after the senate
approved Wednesday a bylaw change Increasing the
penalty for missed committee meetings.
The new bylaw states that three absences from
committee meetings can result In dismissal from the
senate.
-Jesslca Danlelew1cz, associate news edltor;
contributed to thls story.
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Ex-NASA
official
blames
•
tgnorance
HOUSTON (AP) - A former NASA official who
led a study three years ago that faulted the way the
agency deals with safety risks told the Columbia
investigation board Thursday that some of the very
problems he warned about appear to have played a
role in the shuttle disaster.
Henry McDonald, an engineering professor, was
a witness as the investigation board held its first
public hearing on what caused the shuttle to break
up over Texas on Feb. 1, killing all seven astronauts.
McDonald said he was disappointed the space
agency did not adopt more of his team's recommendations. He noted that the same type of communication breakdown he warned about seems to
have hindered engineers who evaluated damage to
Columbia's left wing by launch debris and concluded the shuttle and its astronauts were safe.
"It's a replay," McDonald told reporters after
addressing the board.
McDonald said that the system used by NASA to
assess shuttle flight risk was flawed and that there
seemed to be a perception among workers that "if
I've flown 20 times, the risk is less than if I've flown
just once."

STEPHEN HAAS/ASSOC I ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Checkmate!
Scott Smith, a senior at Effingham High School, plays chess Thursday afternoon outside of the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. Smith was part of a group of high school students competing in the Worldwide Youth in Science and
Engineering competition on campus.

Nightclub fire victim dies, brings death toll to 99
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - An
attorney for Great White disputed
claims Thursday that the band
made a habit of using pyrotechnics
without notice and said it had oral
permission to use the effects
blamed for starting a deadly nightclub fire.
Attorney Ed McPherson said
tour manager Dan Biechele always
made sure he spoke with each club
to get permission because
pyrotechnics were a new part of
the heavy metal band's act and
were not included in some of the
contracts.
The death toll in last month's fire
rose by one to 99 Thursday, when
Mitchell Shubert, 39, died of his
injuries.
Shubert was a construction
super intendent from Newberry,
Fla., who had gone to Rhode Island
to visit friends and family, his
teenage daughter said.
The Station nightclub was
destroyed when the band's

AROUND THE NATION

pyrotechnics ignited foam used by
the club for soundproofing. Great
White and the club's owners disagree over whether the band told
the nightclub's owners about
pyrotechnic show.
Biechele got verbal permission
from club co-owner Michael
Derderian about a week before the
Feb. 20 fire at The Station, the
attorney said. Derderian owned
the West Warwick club along with
Jeffrey Derderian, his brother.
Jeffrey Derderian's lawyer, Jeff
Pine, said Biechele and Michael
Derderian did talk by phone about
a week before Great White's show
at The Station.
But Pine said the subject of

pyrotechnics was never broached
by Biechele.
"It absolutely wasn't discussed,"
he said. "They talked about what
kind of food and other provisions
and specialty items the band needed - towels, food and certain
arrangements - and there was
absolutely no mention of pyrotechnics."

Lawyer: Lindh assaulted
by inmate at federal
prison in California
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - John
Walker Lindh, the American
imprisoned for taking up arms for
the ThUban in Afghanistan, was
attacked by a fellow inmate and
slightly bruised, his lawyer said
Thursday.
Law enforcement authorities
confirmed the 21-year-old Lindh
was attacked but would not disclose a possible motive.

The incident happened Monday
night at the medium-security federal prison in Victorville as Lindh
was preparing to pray, said his
lawyer lbny West
"Our understanding is that the
inmate tackled John and began hitting him while screaming obscenities before running off," West said
in a statement. Lindh suffered a
bruise on his forehead, the lawyer
said.
"John is fine," West said. "He's in
very good spirits."
A law enforcement official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said: "It was a minor incident, a
prison fight He got a little scraped
up, but he's fine. One guy was picking on him."
The official had no information
on Lindh's attacker.
The FBI said Thursday it was
investigating.
The investigation started after
the San Bernardino County Sun
received an anonymous tip early
~ M;ov ie! w ith Magtc:
~ www.~~com.
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Thesday.
"Yes, I'd like to inform your
newspaper that John Lindh Walker,
who is incarcerated in Victorville,
was assaulted this night by a white
supremacist organiZation that is
imprisoned there. Thank you, • the
male caller said in a voice message.

Two San Francisco
students on camping
trip found dead
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The
bodies of two students who were on
a school camping trip have been
found at the bottom of a 67-foot
ravine in a state forest nearly 150
miles south of San Francisco.
The teenagers were identified as
Mikhail Nikolov and Vladislav
Bogomolny, both 17-year-old students at the Urban Pioneer
Experiential Academy, a charter
high school in San Franctsco.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Charleston School District #1 is
looking for a language Arts/Math
(Gr. 7&8) teacher for Summer 2003
(June 6-July 10, 2003 - 7:45-11:45
daily). 96 hrs/$22 hr. Include a copy
of certification (front/back). A middle
school endorsement in the subjects
is required for empk>yment Apply at
410 West Polk, Charleston, ll
61920 by March 7, 2003.
3/7
G...,R,..,.A-=-D--U--,AT::-:E:---AS=--s=-ls"'r""A-N-=T::-:SHIP

Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. l ocal positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
4/18
CA,....l_l_N-=o--w--!!--!-c=-o=-N-s=-o=-L-ID,..,A.TE D

2 & 3 bedroom apts. and 5 bedroom home. 1 block from Old
Main. 348-8792

Now leasing for Fa112003. Roomy
4 BR house. Nice, shady patio.
Good parking. 731 4th st.
$250/ea. 897.6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/20

2 bedroom partially furnished
apartment on square. Available
now or Fall. $360/ month total. 10
or 12 month lease. 345-4336

MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $71HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p- 4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
00

3 BR HOUSE, 1806 11th. 3485032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _317

and 2 bedrrom apartments
available summer and fall. No
pets 345-4602
...,-----,---,-------,---3/ 28
912
Division.
3
bedroom.
$5701month, trash included, plus
$570 deposit. Call932-2910.
3/ 28
BR::ITT=A:-:NY:-:-::R:-::
ID::-:G::-::E:-T=cO::-:-WN:-::-:-:H-:-::OUSES, N EW CARPET, VINYL
DS L/ phonel cable outlets, Best
floor plan, nest prices! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
3131
3 ..,.b-e-=-dro_o_m--...,.-ho_u_s_e--...,.-1-,b....,.lo-c·k to
lantz/O'Brien. Washer/dryer, AIC
345 -4489, Wood Rentals, J im
Wood, Realtor
- - - - - - - - - - , . - 3131
2 bedroom apartment 112 block
to rec center, cable included. central air, some balconies $230/ person 345-4489, Wood Rentals, J im
Wood, Realtor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/ 31
2 bedroom money saver @
$1 90/ person. Cable and water
included. Don't miss it. 3454489, Wood Rentals, J im Wood,
Realtor
- - - - - - . . . , - - - 3131
4 bedroom houses 9th 10th
Garfield, CLOSE TO EIU 3454489, Wood Rentals, J im Wood,
Realtor
- - - - - - - = - - 3/ 31
2 bedroom near Buzzard.
$460/ 12 months, water included.
low utilities. A/C Coin laundry.
ample parking. 345-4489 Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
- - - - - - , - - - - , - - - 3/ 31
1 person looking for a roomy
apartment? Try this 2 bedroom
priced for one @ $3501month.
Cable TV and water included.
345 -4489. Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/ 31

House for rent. 3-4 BR. 2 showers, air, WI D. off-street parking.
217.202.4456
00

AVAILABLE: The Eastern Illinois
University
Health
Education
resource Center is currently
accepting applications for the
Substance Education Coordinator
Graduate Assistantship Position.
The 12 month contracts call for the
selected individual to work 19.5
hours per week preferably beginning May 16, 2003. Selected applicants must be admitted to the EIU
Graduate School. meet all
Graduate School requirements for
Graduate Assistantships. and be
enrolled and take classes during
the summer term. The following
items are required for application:
EIU
Graduate
Assistantship
Application (available from EIU
Grad
School
Web
page).
Statement of Professional and
Personal Goals, copy of official
academic transcripts, resume/vita,
and minimum two letters of reference. PREFERENCE WILL BE
GIVEN TO APPLICANTS WHO
SUBMIT All ITEMS BEFORE
MARCH 15, 2003 to: Eric S.
Davidson, EIU Health Services,
600 lincoln Avenue, Charleston,
Illinois 61920. However, applica tions will be accepted until the
position is filled. For position
description or additional information, contact Eric Davidson by email (csesd@eiu.edu) or by phone
(217-581 -3912)

----,---,------,----317
Housing for 1-5 residents . VARIETY. lists at 1512 A Street. Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 3454489
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7
Campbell Apts. Wireless Internet.
Cable T.V.. Heat. Water, Trash
incl., EXC 1.2&3 BR Apts. 3453754
3/7
Fall 2003, close to campus. 2
blocks to Union & Old Main. 112
block to SRC. 5 BR house. WI D,
CA with heat pump. l ow utilities.
Plenty of parking. Nice yard.
$240/ person. 348-0614
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7

4-5 bedroom house. 1 or 2 person efficiencies. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 728-8709
-:-:-:---------::--::-:::--::--316
1025 4th street. 5 BR. furnished
$1500/month Deposit required.
WI D included 618-580-5843

3 bedroom house close to campus with WI D. $250 each, per
month. 345-9670.

Bedrooms for rent. Shared
kitchen. West of square. Utilities
paid. WI D. Ph 345.9665
3117
2 ----=B-=
E-=-D-=-R-=-o-=o-M:----H....,.OUSE
$250/ EACH, 1022 2ND STREET.
3
BEDROOM
HOUSE
$220/ EACH, 1806 11TH STREET.
348-5032
-,------,..----3119
4-5 person house for rent at 1527
2nd street. August 2003- August
2004. Ample parking in the rear.
near Lantz. WI D. Call 273-3737
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/ 19

--::c:-::---::-::-----::-:-..,---317
1.2&3 BR apts. Oldetowne
Management. Close to campus.
345.6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/7

Now leasing for Fall 2003. l arge
4-5 BR house available for 4-6
people. Good 4th st. location.
$250/ ea. 897.6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3120

--,-..,----,----,-----3/6
looking for students to rent 3
bedroom house for fall semester.
1814 12th street. Central air.
$765/ month. Call847-395-7640

-----------,-,...,...,.--316

Available August 1, 2003; a three
bedroom duplex. WI D. central air.
c lean and efficient. NOT C LOSE
TO
CAMPUS.
3
people,
$200.00@217- 549-4495 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _317

,..; Apartments for 1 or 2 residents
,..; Houses for groups of 3 & 4

-~-------317

v

Pro Shop Assistant, must be 21
years old. 20-40 hours a week .
April thru summer. Fill out application at Charleston Country Club
345-9711 or 345-6603

---,-------___,.3121

GREAT LOCATIONS NINTH/LINCOLN 1&2 BR APTS SUITABLE
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS 348-0209.

FOR RENT

----,-------=,....---317
Great Summer Job: Top pay. lifeguards. all Chicago suburbs. No
experience/ will train and certify.
Call Nora or Rob 800-244-0603 or
email at work @ spmspools.com

looking for summer help. l ocal
roofing company. For more information call 217- 348-7000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

317

2-=B:-::R:-:H-:-:O::-:-U-:-::S:-::
E:-:$-::-25::-:0:-::
/ E::-:A:. -::10::-:2:-::2-,2nd.

Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people

Jhn Wood,

~auho

r

1512AStreet. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

Now leasing for Fall 2003. Nice 4
BR house next to Morton Park.
l arge deck, laundry. good parking. $260/ea. 897.6266
3120
FA7l.,--l7200-:-=3:-:2:-:B::-:R::-:-::-AP=:T=:S::-5::-:3:-::0-:-:-W·EST
GRANT. NEWLY REMOD ELED.
NEW APPLIANCES. C/A FREE
WI D. LIKE NEW. DSL PHONE
AND VIDEO JACKS. $300/ BR
345-6210 OR 549- 1628
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/20
FALL 2003 3 BR HOUSE, 1 BATH
827 4TH STREET. FREE W/ D BIG
BDRMS, VERY CLEAN , A/C.
SMALL PETS OK. LARGE YARD.
MOWING INCLUDED. $275 PER
BEDROOM. 345-6210 OR 5491628
3120
FA7l.,....
l 7200=-=-3-=3-=B:-::R-:-H-:-::O:-:-U:-::S-=
E-=
2-:::BATH
823 4TH STREET. GAS FIREPLACE, FREE WI D. CIA. COMPUTER ROOM. GREAT CONDITION . LARGE YARD. MOWING
INCLUDED. SMALL PETS OK.
$275 PER BEDROOM. 345-6210
OR 549-1628
3120
3 -::B-::R-A:-:P=T==s--=-=53:-::0,--,W:-:-:=E=ST::-:-::G=RANT.
NEWLY REMODELED, NEW
APPLIANCES, FREE WI D, CIA.
VERY NICE. DSL PHONE AND
VIDEO JACKS. $300/ BR. 3456210 OR 549-1628

1,2, &3
Bedrooms
4 LOCATIONS
Close to earn-

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

8 " How's it
going?"

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Compos~or: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $

Payment: Check No.

Dates to run:

Ad to read:

29Saucer contents, for
short?
30"That's too
bad"

15S t ack ed

31 Strong holds

16Perk for carpoolers

3 3 Fortifies

17Wa it on

34qiagram w ith
s 1gns

.-7:----:----,.------=--~00

Nice 5 bedroom house. Excellent
location. $260 per month per person . Call 345-0652.
________________00

NE
~W---AN.,....D~G::-:::-:RE
=-A-=J---,-LO::-:C::-:A-:-::T~
ION

BEHIND E.l. KRACKERS 4TH
STREET. BUILDING APT 9. NEW 3
BEDROOM APT 3-4 PEOPLE. SINK
IN BEDROOM, SAUNA. HOT TUB,
WORK OUT ROOM. 309-825-6009
DAYS, 309-662-5394 EVENINGS.
________________00
FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2. 3&4
bedroom houses. Great locations,
close to campus . 24/7 maint.
Great prices. Call now! 346-3583
00
FO.::-:R::-:-:LE::-:A:-=S:-::
E-,
: F=-a711 72-::c00:-::3- 72&:-4:--:b-edroom houses, DSL wiring. central
air, ceiling fans, cable/ phone
jacks, 24/7 maint. 10 or 11 112
month lease. WID, newer appliances. Call 346-3583
________________00
Newly recarpeted, 1,2,3, bedroom apartments on campus. Call
lindsay at 348-1 4 79
------,--::-:----,...,....,.---00
3 bedroom 2nd floor of 2 nat. 1409
9th street. Everything is new, Must
see. $235 per month per student
plus utilities. No pets, no laundry.
Call 348-1474 for showing.

---------------~00

Ljncolnwood Pjnet
Apartments
Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• L o t s o f s p ace
Swimming poo l
• V o lleyba ll co urt

~~ Across from Carmen Hall ~

~ ~~

345-6000

JJtH 1

18Gastronome
19Author
LeSh an
200ne may be
spent
22Got the p icture
2 3 q r. 's rrofesS!ona maga z 1ne
2 5 Eieven-yearo ld, e.g.
2 6 Bank
27Way around

No. 0124

47"
the sea
ana w ind
when both
contend":
"Hamlet"
49Part of a
sentence?

SOW. W. II

in its.

51 After a whi le
53 Genetic letters

36Echo chamber?

54Jumping-off
place

3 9 8omb

56"You should
l isten to me"

431t goes
coast-tocoast

58 Source of a
lot of ta lk
59 Come (from)

44N .L. city:
Abbr.

GOAffirmative
f or
Huckleber ry
45Have another
F inn
go at
461t's touched
i n a touch down

ANSWER TO TODAY' S PUZZLE

61 Decided

DOWN
1 " Well done!"
2 How someone might
sky- d ive for
the first time
3 L atino cry
4 D istant
cousin
5 Bickeri ng
Glnfluence

30cenls per word FII'St day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
!hereafter. 25 cents per word first day for swdents l'<ith valid 10, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NOEXCEPTIONS
The News resetVes lhe r~ht toedt or refuse ads considered ibelous or in bad lasle.

-=--=-----=---=-~7:-~oo

1&3 BR apts for Fall. 11 mo.
lease. No pets. 348.8305

Edited by Will Shortz
AC ROSS
1 1nstant
replay rul ing

Student: o Yes o No

=--=--=-:-:---::-::-:::--::---:--·4/ 18
2 BR apt for Fall. 218 3rd st. 11
mo. lease. Pets allowed. 348.8305

7 Comment
before
" Whee !"
8"
the
f 1re?"

9 Biker's invita- 321t never
tion
rains, b u t it
pours
10Keen
33Dim sum
11 L etters of
sauce
concern
35 Singer s
12Link
3 6Rare time in
13Come apart
hell
14Half- pints

3 7 College life

211 gnores
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24 Scatterbr a in

40Aiways
around
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28 Sticker
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42Danced wild ly
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world
47 Rage
48Amiens is it s
capital
51
Clytemnestr a
'smother
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55 Popu lar
cooking
spray
57 Social worker?
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Fitzgerald, Durbin
divide over gay rights
WASHINGTON (AP) Illinois' senators were divided at a constituent breakfast
Thursday over whether they
would support legislation
pending before Congress
that would place a federal
ban on most employment
discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation.
Responding to a question
from Chicagoan Philip
Pessin, a member of a group
advocating passage of the
measure, Democratic Sen.
Dick Durbin assured Pessin
of his
support,
but
Republican Sen. Peter
Fitzgerald balked at backing
the bill.
"Right now, it's unconstitutional to discriminate in
this country, for the government
to
discriminate,
against people based on

race, color or arguably
creed," Fitzgerald said. "I
don't favor adding statutes
that would add sexual
behavior to that list. I do
believe you can't legislate
everything In this country."
Pessin told a reporter
afterward that Fitzgerald's
position would not sit well
with the 27,000 Illinois members of the Human Rights
Campaign, a Washington,
D.C.-based group working
for lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender equal
rights.
Pessin said Fitzgerald did
not answer his question.
Pessin said the bill would
not legislate sexual behavlor, but would bar employment discrimination based
on the perception that a person is homosexual, whether

Ryan aid schemed for money
+ Top aid Scott Fawe/1 described as money-hungry machine

true or not.
"It affects everyone," he
said.
Fitzgerald, when asked
later whether he supports a
ban on job discrimination
based on a person's perceived sexual orientation,
said he does not favor such
laws.
"I think it's appropriate
for government to focus on
protecting people from discrimination based on race,
color or creed, and I do not
support going beyond that,"
he said.
Fitzgerald, who is up for
re-election in 2004, was
elected in 1998 after a
career in the Illinois Senate,
where he sponsored legislation to bar Illinois from recognizing gay marriages
formed elsewhere.

CHICAGO {AP) - A federal prosecutor
called former Gov. George Ryan's longtime
top aide Thursday the mastermind of a
money-hungry machine that "ripped off
the people of illinois so long it was second
nature to them."
"He might as well have hung a for-sale
sign on those glass doors" of Ryan's office,
Assistant U.S. Attorney Joel R Levin told
jurors In a blistering, three-and-a-half-hour
closing argument.
"That was the message," Levin said. "We
serve for money."
Scott Fawell, 45, Ryan's former chief of
staff and campaign manager, is charged
along with the Citizens for Ryan campaign
committee with using taxpayer dollars and
state employees to run Ryan's election
campaigns.
Most of alleged wrongdoing ctted In the
nine-count racketeering indictment focuses on the eight years Ryan was secretary of
state before his 1998 election as governor.
The trial wrapped up its seventh week on
Thursday and is expected to go to the jury
early next week after another day of arguments.
Fawell attorneys claim whatever he may

have done was just politics as usual In
illinois and if a few overzealous followers
crossed the line and broke the law, there
was no way that their client could have
known it.
But Levin sneered at that argument, sayIng Fawell and a few high-ranking cronies
were calling the shots.
"The fact that they used their underlings
to do the dirty work doesn't let them off the
hook," Levin said.
Ryan has been accused of no wrongdoing
thus far In the five-year Operation Safe
Road Investigation, although 59 former
state workers and others have been
charged and 53 of them convicted.
But Levin said the former governor, who
retired after one term as his standing In the
polls plununeted, had been at the head of a
ruthless political organiZation that stole
from taxpayers, squeezed a contractor for
kickbacks and shredded documents to hide
them from federal agents.
"The Citizens for Ryan machine was
almost like a steamroller that rolled on and
on," Levin said. "And anything that got In
the way it squashed and rolled on some
more."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HE L P WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

5-6 bedroom house. 1409 9th
street. House has 6 bedrooms,
but I will consider only 5 students.
Completely
remodeled .
Hardwood floors, ceiling fans.
Must see. $235 per month per
student.. plus utilities. No pets.
No laundry. call 348-14 74 for
showing
_________________00

3 B LOCKS FROM EIU @ 2001 S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet
your needs. Furn.@ $435/single,
$500/2 adults. Unfurn.@$395/single. $460/2 adults. Stove. refrig,
micro, laundry room. Trash paid.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com

FALL 03' -2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048

Comfy. large 2 bedroom house. All
rooms with DSL cable, phone jacks.
New A/C, furnace, and dishwasher.
WID. trash/mowing incuded. Nice
yard. 24n maint. 10-12 month appliancesand w indows. Low utilities.
Off-street parking. Steel doors wiht
deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583

Female roommate needed, very
nice apartment on 7th street furnished, close to campus. parking
available. Call ASAP. Laura
581.2302 or Kelsey 581.8145

STOP ALCOHOL POISONING! Symptoms: 1 Perso n is
unco n sc ious or sem i -con scious and can 't be awakened. 2: Co ld. clammy. pale
or b lu i sh skin . 3: S low
breath ing (less than 8 x's a
minute or irregu lar with 10 +
seconds bet ween breaths.) 4:
Votmitng while s leepi ng or
passed out. and not waking
up aft e r wards.
DO
NOT
LEAVE PERSON ALONE. GET
HELP AND ROLL PERSON
ON THEIR SIDE TO PREVENT
CHOKING IN CASE O F VOMITING .

4 BR house, 2 blocks off square.

SI D. fenced in backyard. $200
each.
Daytime:
Evening: 348.5427

235.3373,

~~~~~-------·00

SPACIOUS. 1 bdrm apt across
from EIU At 1542 4th St. All elec,
cent. Air. Good closet Space.
Trash & parking included. Ideal for
mature student or couple.
Availabilities for June & August.
345-7286.

----~~--~----~00

Very cute 1 BR apt. Water & trash
paid . Available Now! $375 per
month. 345.5088

~----~~~~~~00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

----------------~00
Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
close to campus. Several 1.2.&3
bedroom apts. 3 BR. houses
available.
Sorry
No
Pets!
34800006
___________________00
Leasing Fall 2003. 4 BR house. 3
blocks from Old Main. 2 baths.
WID. large closets. low utilities. 10
or 12 Month Lease. Must see to
appreciate. 234-8774 or 246-4748.

----------------~00
4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths. A/C &
WID. 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273
_________________00
2 BR apt completely furnished
newly remodeled, no pets, trash &
water furnished. $235 per student. 235-0405.

~~------~~~~00

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean 3 BR
homes & townhouses available
beginning June 1st. All partially or
fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/ shopping. PETS
CONSIDERED. Call 512 .9341
days or 345.6370 evenings.
Leave Message.

----------------~00
1210 Division . House for Rent.
Great location for EIU. 4 BR. 2
bath.
large
backyard.
$1100/month total ($275 each)
Call 235.0939

----------------~00
NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice,
brick house. Excellent Location. 8
people, $250/person. 345.0652.
leave message

~~~~~~----~00

For 2003-2004: Well-kept one BR
apt.
Close
to
campus.
$350/month. Leave a message.
Call 345.0652
00

~~~~--~~-,...--00

RIGHT BY OLD MAIN! 820 Lincoln.
New 3 BR spacious apt. w/ stove,
refrig. micro. dishwasher, counter
bar, cathedral ceiling. indiv.
sink/vanity in each BR. Water/trash
paid. $300 each per mo. 348-7746
www.charlestonilapts.com
00

CL,-O~S~E~T~O.,.......,.S...,.H~O~P~PI,-N~G! -1~305

18th Street. 2 BR apts w/stove,
refrig. micro. laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/2
adults. Trash included. 348-7746
www.charlestonilapts.com

--~~~----.,...-~--00

ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water. trash, laundry
room. all included for $260/mo.
on the comer. 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
00
NICE. N E~W"'L-:-:Y-::R:::E.,-,M=-=o-=D""EL:-:E::::D:-:3:-:BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS
$280/PERSON.
FURNISHED.
LOW
UTILITIES.
SUPER
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022

~~~~~~~~~00

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1.2&3
BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161.

~~------------~00

3 BR house. no pets. 1 yr
lease. A/C, furnished wit h
garage. $250/per student 2350405

~----~----~~~,00

3 BR house for rent for Fall 2003.
Good location W/D & AC. trash.
off street parking. no pets. 3457286.
00
NI:::C-=E-A:-:P::::T==s-=sT=I:-:LL--:
A-:-:VA-:-:1::-LA:-:B-:::L'E!
1.2.3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location, reasonable
rates. trash. off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.

~--------~--~---00

2 nice houses. all appliances,
WID. Available Spring & Fa112003.
Excellent locations. 345-7530
00
SE=IT=s""IN""G=:E=:R::-A:-:P::-:A-::R=TM:-:-=:c
EN""T=:S:-:1:-::611
9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04.
COMPLETE LY
FURNISHED.
HEAT & GARBAGE FURNISHED.
9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE.
CALL 345-7136

-=-=--~------~~~00

ST""IL...,.L--,-SM,...,.,.
EL--L--=-TH,-E=--N-=E--W.,.......,.C~O,N-

STRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt.@
117 W. Polk w/ stove. refrig.
micro. dishwasher. washer/dryer.
Trash paid. $450/single. $275
adults.
348-77 46.
ea/2
www.charlestonilapts.com

2003-2004 1.2.3, AND 6 B EDROOM HOUSES. 1 B LOCK
FROM CAMPUS 24/7 MAINT.
LIGHTED OFF STREET PARKING. NO PETS. 345-3148

___________________00

___________________00

Looking to sub-let a 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment for summer? Call Now! Great location
and condition 348-3844
3/7
s·""u::-M:::-M-::E==R---=s:-::u=-BL
:-:E::::S:::s-=o-=R--:-:-N=
EEDED: 2 BR APT. A/C. TRASH,
PARKING, FURNISHED. SPACIOUS, ACROSS FROM REC.
CENTER. CALL 345-4677.
3/7
M:-a..,-le--s-u7b,...le-ss-or--ne-e....,d,-ed...,-.,.-for 6

closets! 3 new baths, all rooms
with DSL. cable. phone j acks and
fans. New WID, AIC. 2417 maint.
10-12 me/lease/ All new windows. off-street lighted parking.
Great front porch adn deadbolts
on doors! 4 minutes to EIU.
Mowing and trash included.
JWheels 346-3583
00

Congratulations to AMANDA
GILBERT on your engagement to
NICK . Love your ESA sisters!
3/7

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

12x8 loft for sale. Made specifically for triple room. Must see to
believe!! Call 581-3562. ask for
Brad.
_______________3/17

91% of EIU students think that people risk harming themselves if they
have 5 or more drinks in one setting.
(n=471 representative EIU students)

months. $200/month. Call 345.5412
00

PERSONALS

00

----------------~00

Fall 2003: 2 & 3 BR furnished
apts. Utilities included, close to
campus. no pets. Call 345 -6885

with NEW DSL cable, phone jacks
and fans, WID. CIA. furnaces. dish-

SUBLESSORS

HOUSE For 4-5 persons. central
air. washer/dryer. dishwasher.
garbage disposal. 2 1/2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus. local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 217-2463083

B R=-1-T
==-TA
__N_Y.,..-....,R,.-1D,...G.,..E=---T=-o=-w--'N -

~~--~~-=~-=~00

One BR apts for Aug 03-04. PP&W
PROPERTIES2 EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS. ONE BLOCK & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH STREET. 1 or 2 person
leases. Central heat & AC. laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking iocluded. Perfect for serious students or couples. 348-8249
___________________00

00
LARG-=-=-=E_4_bedoool
______house
____
. Al-1,.-rooms-

------------~~~---00
·

Roommates for 3BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person .
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
00

00

--.,..---~--.,------~00

Nice house directJy across from
Old Main on 7th, 3-4 students. fall
lease. 348-8406

Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1. $425 for 2.
1/2 of duplex, 1 Bl N of O'Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350

----~---------,...--00

--~---------------00
Coz:j. 2 bedocrn twse al rooms v..ilt
DSL cable, fi1one jacks. AI new~
ances and \WlctcMis. CCMred fioot
pordl. New A/C and fimace. Low~
ties. Trash and rTlO'.'Kig irlJded. Offstreet lig1ted parki1g. Steel dorrs v..ilt
dead:xJits. 24-7 mai1t 10-1211'1CV1ease.
4 rni'utes to EII.J. JWheels 346-3583

------------....,..,..=--_317

Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.14 79

washet refOOgerator and range. OffSireet lig1ted parl<ing. Steel doors wit!
deadbolts. 24n maint. 10-12
mollease. 4 mntues to EIU. mowing
and trash irdudecl. J\Nheels 34~
3583
00
HU
'"'G=E""4""b-e""dr_o_o_m""h-o-us_e_Wl_.:-:th-::BIG

RO=:Y-:-:A,-L""H-:::E::-:IG-::H-=T==s-,A:-::P:-:-A=RT=M""E=N-::0TS:
1509 S. Second Street. 3
Bedroom furnished apartments,
low utilities. New carpet and new
furniture. Leasing for Spring and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 3463583

2 BR townhouse apt. furnished.
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks
from campus. Call 348-0350

----------------~00

=-77=----~~~~~oo

Affordable apt $350 incl. gas.
water. and trash . Charleston
Squa re. Dave 345-2171 911am.
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70% OF EIU Students drink one
day a week or less. or not all
(n =4 71 representative EIU students)

_________________3/7

The maj ority of EIU students
drink 0,1,2,3. or 4 drinks per
week (n-4 71 representative EIU
students)
3/7
F-=R7AT
=:E::-:R::-:N""'I=TI:::E-=s. -=s-=o-=R-=o-=R:=IT=:IES.
C LUBS.
S TUDEN TS
GROUPS: Earn $1000-$2000
this semester with a proven
CampusFundaraiser 3 hour
fund raising event. Our prog rams make fu nd ra isi ng easy
w ith no risks. Fund raising
dates are filling quickly. so
get with the program! It
wo rks!
Contact
CampusFundraiser at 888923 - 3238
or
v isit
www.CampusFundraiser.com
3/21
Ba-r-te-n-:d,-er --tr-a7i n_e_e_s--n-e-ed
, ed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext.
627
_________________.4 /18

BY WILEY MILLER
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BY AARON MC GRUDER

ANI> THE WINNER OF THE "fAA(K'
ARTIST MOST liKELY TO COMMIT A
SEXUAL OFFENSE INVOLVING A
lWELI/E-YEAR-01.1>" AWARD IS ...

Y'KNOW. rrs MD ENOUGH WE
HAvE TO EVEN HAVE THIS AWARD.
11UT ... ft':» A TX£1!
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BASKETBALL

March Madness, the OVC
+ OVC history in NCAA men's
basketball tournament
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

The month of March has not recently been
kJnd to the Ohio Valley Conference during
the first round of the NCAA Thurnament.
Currently four teams are vying for the
2003 automatic bid in Nashville and their
reward for it will be a contest against one
of the best teams in the nation.
"I think if Austin Peay or Morehead
get the bid, you're probably
looking at a 15-seed but
maybe a 14 is possible,"
Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels said.
In an interview with
ESPN college basketball
reporter Andy Katz, he predicted the OVC Tournament champion
would get a 15 or 16 seed come Selection
Sunday.
"I believe that our conference is better
than that except Murray and Tech don't have
that season long credibility," Samuels said.
Katz expressed his concern with the RPI
ranking of mid-major schools affecting the
judgment of the NCAA selection committee
this March.
"It will probably affect teams like Butler
and Southern Illinois but (the committee)
needs to use common sense when they select
schools," Katz said.
Katz also mentioned the College of
Charleston as a team that may perform an
upset during March Madness.
Overall, since the NCAA changed to a 64team tournament in 1985, the OVC is a combined 3-19 record and hasn't won a game
since 1989.
To find out the first upset by the OVC, all
one has to do is travel down Highway 57. In
1987, the 14-seeded Austin Peay Governors
shocked the three-seed Illinois Fighting Illini
68-67. Austin Peay went on to be defeated by
Providence who was led to the Final Four by
current Louisville head coach Rick Plttno.
1987 was also the only year the OVC
received an at-large bid as Middle Tennessee

State receiVed a 12-seed after they won the
regular season title, but lost to Austin Peay
in the semi-finals of the OVC Thumament.
The next upset came one year later when
14-seed Murray State defeated three-seed
North Carolina State 78-75. The Racers were
defeated by Larry Brown's national championship Kansas team.
1989 made it a three-peat for the OVC
when 13th-seeded Middle Tennessee State
defeated four-seed Florida State 97-83. The
14-point victory is still the largest margin by
an OVC school in an NCAA Tourney.
Historically, the OVC has been defeated by schools that go very far in March
. . . . . .~Madness. In the last eight
•
years, the OVC has been
defeated by a team that
reaches at least the Sweet
16, which includes the runner up once and a pair of
. . . . .. other Final Four schools.
However, CBS must
appreciate the competitive effort OVC
schools put into recent first round games.
The average margin of defeat is 12 points
and the final tally has been less than 10
seven times. In fact, the 1990 Murray State
squad became one of the few 16-seed teams
to push the top seed to overtime where they
eventually fell to Michigan State.
The highest seed the OVC has ever
received was in 1998 when Murray State was
given a nine-seed and ruined the opportunity
by losing 97-7 4 to eight-seeded Rhode Island.
Eastern has made only a pair of trips to
the Big Dance and have lost by an average of
32 points. In 1992, the Panthers won the MidContinent Tournament and lost 94-55 to
Indiana, which reached the Final Four. 1\vo
years ago, Eastern ran into the eventual
national runner-up in Arizona and were
defeated 101-76.
The possible opponent for the 2003 OVC
champion this season isn't clear, but the leading candidates according to several NCAA
Tournament projections to receive a two or
three-seed are Kansas (22-6), Oklahoma {205), Marquette (22-4), Notre Dame (21-7) and
Duke {20-5).
If the OVC can't upset one of those teams,
it will be the 14th straight first round loss for
the nation's eighth oldest conference.
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Senior guard Henry Domercant was named to the All-OVC First Team.

OVC:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A

conference in scoring behind Domercant
with 22.5 ppg. He also ranks among the top
in the OVC in rebounds (12th), field goal
percentage {13th), assists (fifth), free
throw percentage (second), steals (second), three-point field goal percentage
(11th), three-pointers made (ninth),
blocked shots {13th), assist-to-turnover
ratio (eighth) and defensive rebounds
(eighth).
Minard scored at least 10 points in all
but one game so far this season, and has
scored over 20 in seven games.
"Ricky could have scored more, but he
has bought into the team concept,"
Morehead State head coach Kyle Macy
said. "He scores, but leads us in rebounds,
steals and is the OVC leader in assists."
Minard can add player of the year to his
other OVC honors, including Newcomer of
the Year, which he won in the 2000-01 sea-

Clllt?

Daily Specials

345-SUBS

NO WAY!!

After 5 Special

Don't be stuck mtl'1out 1-.ousing!
We stilll-.ave 1-6 Bedroon-.1-.ouses
An\Apartn-.ents left for Fall
Giv us a call or just stop by!

1 Footlong Combo Meal

$5 after 5 PM

~-

Poteete Property Rentals
930 Lincoln Ave.

Put Alittle.

son, and unanln1ous All-OVC First Team
last year.
"It's a compliment to our team as a
whole," Minard said. "The way we worked
together in what we accomplished as a
team in tying for the regular season championship."
Other OVC honors were awarded to
Tennessee-Martin guard junior Earl
Bullock (Newcomer of the Year), Eastern
Kentucky guard Matt Witt (Freshman of
the Year) and Austin Peay head coach
Dave Loos (Coach of the Year).
Domercant and Minard were named to
the All-OVC First Team along with Austin
Peay forward junior Adrian Henning,
Tennessee Tech forward senior Damien
Kinloch and Murray State senior center
James Singleton.
No other Eastern players were honored
on the other All-OVC teams.

345-5088

EIU 1Oo/o Discount

ay
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The Daily Eastern News
is looking for an

Advertising Representative
for Fall 2003

nyour business
Advertise in the

Pick up
applications in the
Student Publications
Office. Interview
Process starts
mid-semester. Call
581-2816 for more info.
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NFL DRAFT WATCH

Romo's stock rising
+ Packers_ Broncos said to be interested in drafting Eastern QB
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

Evidently Eastern quarterback Thny Romo
Is becoming a potential late-round gem for

more franchises in the upcoming NFL Draft
in April.
According to the reports by the Denver
Post and Wisconsin State Journal, the Denver
Broncos and Green Bay Packers are interested in acqUiring Romo's services with a
late round draft selection.
Denver Post sports writer Adam Schetter
had the Denver Broncos selecting Romo in
the seventh round in a mock draft because of
Broncos head coach Mike Shananan attended
Eastern.
The Broncos solldilled their starting quarterback position by signing former Arizona
Cardinals signal caller Jake Plummer to a
seven-year $40 milllon Wednesday.
The Packers interviewed Romo during
that segment of the NFL combine in
February and personnel executives came
away impressed.
Packers scoUting director John Dorsey

said the team had slx interviews scheduled
with quarterbacks during the combine and
Romo, Florida's Rex Grossman and
California's Kyle Boller were expected to be
on that llst.
Romo had been preparing for several days
of how to answer the question of handllng the
situation of being the successor to future
Hall of Fame signal caller Brett Favre.
"I've got something for 'em," Romo said to
the \-Wsconstn State Journal. "It's actually
funny because I've always said I wouldn't
want to be the guy to replace Brett. •
Romo was 12 years old when Favre took
over as the Packers' starting quarterback
and has always admired the three-time NFL
Most Valuable Player.
"To go there and Jearn under him would be
unbelievable,· Romo said. "It would just be
an honor to be on the same field as Brett."
However, Romo is aware of the pressure
that could come from being Favre's successor.
"You look at Denver's situation after (John)
Elway, it's hard to replace someone llke that,"
Romosaid.

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Former Eastern quarterback Tony Romo, could return to his home state of Wisconsin in a
Green Bay Packer j ersey, who might draft Romo late in the draft. The Denver Broncos are also
speculated to have interest in drafting Romo.

Load:

BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL

McCausland: 'I expect my team to wrestle the best they can'

Spring break road trip

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12A

The Panthers are well aware of the top
competition tlley are facing tllis weekend,
and are remaining confident.
"Our guys are ready," McCausland said.
"We have the experience needed to win,
and I am expecting good results."
Eastern has competed against some of
the top teams throughout the season
including Northwestern, Indiana and
nationally-ranked Missouri and Purdue.
Eastern has the guys to carry them tllrough
the tournament, and the team is expecting a
strong performance.
Anotller wrestler that has come up big all
year for tlle Panthers is Matt Veach, who
finished his season witll an impressive
record of 28-12. This weekend Veach will be
facing four of the best wrestlers in tlle
nation.
"We need Matt to wrestle like he did at

Missouri," Coach McCausland said. "He has
come up with some big wins, and this weekend is a great opportunity for him. •
The Air Force Academy will also be making an impact at the regional this weekend
by bringing in Kevin Hoy, who is currently
ranked tlle No. 3 heavyweight in the country.

The tournament at Lantz tllis weekend
will produce 10 individual weight champions plus 12 more wild card entries tllat will
advance to nationals. The national championship will be held at Kemper Arena in
Kansas City on March 20-22.
Eastern Is looking to finish strong on
Saturday and send some athletes to tlle
national competitor.
"I expect my team to wrestle tlle best they
can," McCausland said. "I know that they
can come up big tllis weekend, and tum

+ Baseball and softball teams hit the road for spring break
By Matt Williams
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

The Eastern baseball team will spend its
break in sunny Jacksonville, Fla, for the
Kennel Club Classic hosted by North
Florida.
The Panthers (1-4) will have a tough group
of Division I competition, and North Florida
(No. 12 in the Division II poll).
Eastern begins play Saturday against
Central Michigan Saturday. The Chippewas
(2-3) have hit the ball well this season, but
their pitching staff owns a 10.26 earned run
average.
Eastern matches up Sunday against Big
Ten foe Michigan State. The Spartans (3-5)
have lost four games in a row coming into

the tournament
The Eastern softball team will be busy as
most students head horne for a one-week
break.
The Panthers will have 11 chances to
obtain their first win as they are scheduled
to play in the Western Kentucky Thurnarnent
from March 8-9. Their tournament will
include doubleheaders at Jacksonville State
and Troy State, and then tlle Samford
Tournament on March 15-16.
Eastern will have plenty of rest for its
games after taking three weeks off since its
last contest.
The Austin Peay Thumament was canceled last weekend due to poor field conditions, and the Panthers have not played since
going 0-5 at the New Mexico Thumament
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W Golf at East-West Rio Verde Collegiate lnv.
M/W track at last Chance meet
Wrestling hosts NCAA West Regional
Lantz Arena
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

WRESTLING

Morehead's
Minard beats
out Domercant

+ Domercant's run for back-to-back
OVC Player of the Year honors denied
byjunior guard
By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS EDITOR

FILE PHO TO

Sophom ore Pete Ziminski competes in the 285-pound weight class against Eastern Michigan earlier this season. Eastern w restlers
will compete with Air Force, Wyoming, Northern Iowa and Fresno State at Lantz Arena Sat urday in the NCAA West Regional.

Bearing a heavy load
+ Eastern faces some of the
nation's best in NCM West
Regional in Lantz Arena
By Dallas McKenzie
STAFF WRITER

Eastern is looking at a hefty load this
weekend as they host the NCAA West
Regional at Lantz Saturday.
Eastern has been preparing all week to
take on some nationally-ranked teams
such as Northern Iowa, and Fresno State.
With these teams being thrown into the
brackets the Panthers know they have
their work cut out for them. Head Coach
Ralph McCausland is well aware of the
high level of competition that will be displayed throughout the weekend.

McCausland has held light workouts all
week to insure his team's health.
"In one week's time you're not going to
get Into shape, or out of shape,"
McCausland said. "I am just making sure
my guys are both physically and mentally
ready for this weekend."
It seems the spotlight will be shining on
No. 11 Northern Iowa at the regional this
weekend. Eastern has fatled to beat
Northern Iowa In the 15 previous times
the teams have met.
Coach McCausland is looking to Pat
Dowty and Frank DeFUippis, who both
have experience at the national level, to
carry the team this weekend. Dowty has a
season record of 16-15 while DeFilippis is
14-6.
"Pat (Dowty) and Frank (DeFilippis)

have both wrestled well all year, and I
don't think that Is going to change this
weekend at regionals," McCausland said.
Northern Iowa will be led by junior
Dylan Long who flnished his season with
an impressive record of 25-3. Long is currently the top-rated wrestler In the country and is expected to go far in the tournament.
Another hot team that is entering the
regional this weekend is the Bulldogs of
Fresno State. Northern Iowa and Fresno
State have already faced off once this
year, with Northern Iowa snatching that
victory. Fresno is a young team and that
could affect them throughout the tournament.
SH LOAD
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A week after winning Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Week for the fifth time this season,
senior guard Henry Domercant finished behind
Morehead State guard junior Ricky Minard in
the voting for OVC Player of the Year.
One year after the head coaches and sports
Information directors of the OVC voted
Domercant player of the year, the No. 2 scorer in
the nation this season was denied the honor.
"I don't think Henry did anything to demise
his status as OVC Player of the Year," Eastern
head coach Rick Samuels said.
Samuels voted for Minard because he was not
allowed to cast his vote for his own player.
"Ricky Minard is a very worthy candidate,"
Samuels said. "I voted for {Minard) because I
couldn't vote for Henry. It may be appropriate to
have a co-player of the ye.ar."
When Domercant scored 33 points in the first
round of the OVC Tournament, he brought his
career scoring total to 2,602 (No. 26 among
NCAA Division I all-time scorers) moving him
past Akron's J oe Jakubick as the conference's
all-time leading scorer.
Samuels could not understand why the No. 2
scorer in the nation could be looked past In player of the year voting.
"In not recognizing (Domercant) you're not
recognizing the OVC all-time leading scorer,"
Samuels said. "I don't understand that being
ignored because he contributes in many other
ways."
Domercant set career school records for scoring average {21.7), field goals made {861) and
attempted {1901), free throws made {595) and
attempted {697), free throws made {596) and
attempted (697) and three-point field goals made
{285) and attempted {704).
Domercant owns three of the top four single
season scoring performances in Eastern history
with 817 {2002), 810 {2003) and 706 {2000).
However, Domercant's Panthers finished in a
fourth place tie with Murray State, who defeated the Panthers in the first round of the OVC
Tournament, while Minard led the Eagles to a tie
for the regular season conference title with
Austin Peay.
Minard ranks among the OVC's top 15 in 11 of
12 statistical categories. He was second in the
SH DVC
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SO THERE!

A no-punches-pulled look at Eastern and national sports

D'oh-mercant, Ohio Valley Conference goes south for Player of the Year
More or less, the Panthers,
and more specifically Henry
Domercant, got screwed.
Morehead State junior Ricky
Minard was ushered In as the
Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the Year.
Sports information directors
and coaches around the league
should be smacking their foreheads and yelling, "D'oh." But
instead they are celebrating.
The South won this war Yeeeeeeeehaw!
Hey Ricky, can you play basketball good?
No, but I use-da-could.
Once again the southern bias
of the league rises. Whtle
Minard shows plenty of topnotch tools on any given night,
the junior guard has another
year left to win the honor.
How does the league's all-time
leading scorer not win the
award? How does Domercant,
who won league player of the
year in the last two seasons,
suddenly not have what it takes
in his senior year?
Domercant's 27.9 points a contest (No. 2 in the nation, not

I
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Nate Bloomquist
STAFF EDITOR

behind Minard) aren't enough?
The league's press release
stating Minard's accomplishment showed weakness.
"Minard ranks among the OVC's
top 15 players in 11 statistical
categories," the release boasts.
Domercant ranks in the top 10
of seven statistical categories so let's split hairs because that
seems what much of this vote
was about.
The NBA will draft
Domercant - not Minard.
Domercant didn't receive
much help from his teammates
and routinely outscored them.
Minard had plenty of help.
Teammate Chez Marks averages
17.5 points per game. Outside of
J.R. Reynolds' underachieving
12.3 points per contest, no
Panther averaged double digits.

I

Minard was part of a talented
tion for such a bias. Eastern won
the conference's overall categogroup of athletes who pushed
ry last year and routinely finishMorehead State to Its first share
of the league title since 1984.
es in at least the top three.
Domercant saved this year's
+ Redshirt freshman guard
group of also-played from the
Ashley Kearney earns the boneOVC cellar.
head of the week award.
Kearney, typically a smart,
Clearly sports information
level-headed player
directors and coaches
must've had a lapse
didn't take any of this
into consideration. This
Thesday at Southeast
year's voting shows
MissoUri for the first
more evidence of a
round of the Ohio Valley
southern bias that perConference tournament.
With less than 10 secmeates through all
onds left and the
league sports.
The men's baseball
Panthers down by three
points, Kearney drove to
team's underrated rank
Ricky Minard
in preseason polls each
the hoop for a layup
year falls into the rouwhich rolled out as the
"Hey Ricky, can
tine. Tennesseebuzzer sounded.
you play basketMartin's volleyball
Panther head coach
ball good? No,
team typically receives but I use-daLinda Wunder could
could."
only shake her head and
more respect than it
deserves while SEMO
had this to say about the
game's final play: "I have no
and Eastern play like perennial
powerhouses.
idea what Ashley was doing
Domercant-gate butlds the latbecause I called a play to set up
a three."
est chapter of a saga waged
While Kearney's catastrophe
since Eastern's addition to the
In Cape Girardeau, Mo., proved
league in 1996.
The league shows no justificafatal, the bigger blunder was a

13-point Panther lead that melted in the game's final13 minutes.
+ Panther freshman Megan
Sparks can't explain why her
team continually squandered
leads this season.
"We just get down on ourselves," Sparks said. "We are
going along really good and then
something happens and then we
just think, 'Oh, (crap),' and we
make more mistakes."
So the Panthers played as a
team of pessimists. To them
Murphy's Law was the Golden
Rule.
It's a type of attitude that typically isn't shared by Division I
athletes. Division I basketball
players are supposed to be some
of the cream of the nation,
they're the types of people who
see the glass half full and usually their talent overflows.
The pessimistic attitude had
to come from a leader, likely a
coach. More than likely Wunder
is the leader who pushes the
pessimism envelope.
+ Linda Wunder, your plane
out is boarding.
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The singer-songwriter disregards
Darwin's theory and her sound takes
- - - --a step back with "Evolve.•
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By Ben Erwin
ONLINE EDITOR

Conceived between 1998 and
1999 by the Residence Hall
Association (RHA) as a bar alternative and student hang out,
Campus Perk has been bringing
free coffee, snacks and live music
on Thursday nights In the basement of Thomas Hall for for more
than four years.
The original idea for Perk

sprung from the often-lamented
fact many underage students on
campus complain about a lack of
weekly
entertainment
In
Charleston. In an effort to give students a positive and constructive
outlet during the week, Perk was
born. Offering free drinks and
snacks, games and even live music,
Perk quickly became a weekly
hangout and meeting spot for
many students on campus looking
for an alcohol-free environment

that didn't impede on their pocketbooks.
With a semester budget of
approximately $300 courtesy of
RHA, Perk Is afforded the opportunity to offer all of its services free
of charge to students, although
donations from patrons are gladly
accepted.
"I think It's great. There's a place
for students to come together and
have fun during the week," Jack
Trump, Thomas Hall's assistant

resident director, said. "And It's
free, too, which makes It accessible
for all students."
DUring Its formative years, Perk
held weekly open mic nights where
students could read poetry, perform standup comedy or play guitar and sing. Driven by Eastern
graduate AI Dertz, along with a
number of regular musicians
including senior music major Ryan
Groff, Perk was a sizable weekly
event packing the basement of

Thomas Hall. Without the support
from local musicians and a consistent P.A., however, Perk has scaled
back music to the first Thursday of
every month.
"It was really popular (when
Dertz and Groff played),"
Gretchen Warner, a junior marketIng major and Campus Perk organizer, said. "There'd be 200 people a
week to hear music, but without
SEE PERK +Page 38

CONCERT REVIEWS

JUST THINKING

CONCERT CALENDAR

Jamie Fetty and Amber Williams
offer the songs that get their bodIes movln'.

Touring veterans Phish and
Bon Jovl still have the fire to
hit the road In 2003.

Ben Erwin contemplates why 50 Cent
didn't die from nine gun shots wounds his asslalants have no aim.

The Uptowner and Gunner Bucs
offer live and local entertainment
over break.
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THE FAVORITE FIVE. . .

Songs that make you move

Jamie Fetty

Managing editor
She is also a
junior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at jefetty@ei.t.edu

Amber Williams

Senior writer
She is also a
senior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at anwiliams@eiu.edu

Dance music is able to exist outside the
confines of a speclflc genre of music.
These tunes are an amalgamation of any
type of music that makes a person dedicated
to getting up off their butt and moving. The
music we are speaking of is not necessarily
techno, hip hop, rap or pop, it is all those
types of music.
Dance music has the right formula of a
good beat and catchy lyrics causing a person
to pause what they are doing (driving, getting ready in the morning) and shake it.
5. "Red Alert" - Basement Jaxx
When it comes to thumping, funked-out
house, Basement Jaxx set the standard. Of
their tunes on heavy rotation in clubs, "Red
Alert" has the most Infectious bass groove.
The kind of exuberant wails usually
reserved for trance fit perfectly Into this
booty-bumper: "and the music keeps on
playing on and on... "
4. "Castles In the Sky" - Ian Van Dahl
So the lyrics are a little cheesy and overwrought, but that's what trance is all about.
The plaintive vocals lift the dancer up with
the shamelessness necessary for truly working it. The buildup-breakdown tempo perfectly serves up alternating hip-swiveling
beat frenzies and spare, breathy crooning
for a moment of drink.
3. "How Many Licks" - Li'l KJm
Sometimes the smoothest avenue to sexy
is being all-out raunchy. Li'l Kim, as always,
Inextricably weaves the nice with the nasty,
and this song gets the club grinding. An
equally dirty beat knocks the steamlness up
a notch and sets the backdrop nicely for
Kim's filthy musings. Hey, you can't argue
with cunnilingus.
2. "Starry-Eyed Surprise'' - (Paul)
Oakenfold and Shifty Shellshock
Electronica veteran Paul Oakenfold's latest creation has fun with, well, fun. Shifty's
lazy, ganja-laced raps flow strangely with a
swinging bass undercurrent and ethereal
effects. 1Weaking the classic bring-the-beatback maneuver, Oakenfold and Shifty sweep
you off the bar stool and into the undulating
crowd in one fluid motion.
1. "Big Time Sensuality" - Bjork
This song doesn't get much, If any, club
play In hetero clubs or anywhere In the
Midwest. Still, this Icelandic groove from
Bjork's early work has all the energy and
bumping bass you need to bounce it like you
mean it. Plus, it's so celebratory, and that's
what dancing is all about: throwing your
arms up, shaking your groove thang like no
one's watching and feeling glad to be alive.

Williams' Picks
5. "Toea's Miracle" - Fragma
I have a CD with five different remixes of
this song, all of which I can listen to continuously without becoming bored with it. The
refrain to the song, "I need a miracle," is one
that reels in the mind and begs to be sung
while dancing around to the song. Hair
swinging would be a good accessory to dancing to this song because the tune is so fun
and carefree.
4. "Gotta Get Thru This" - Daniel
Bedingfield
Although this song only entered my regular techno rotation last fall, I consider it to be
among the dance classics. The song contains
all the elements that make a song danceable:
catchy lyrics that are singable, a great
rhythm and attitude.
3. "Dirrty"- Christina Aguilera
I can forgive Christina Aguilera for purposely misspelling the title to this song
because it is so danceable. Regardless of
what I am doing, if this song comes on, I
must put down whatever is in my hands and
bust a move. It is a great mix of pop and rap,
something N'Sync first made me enjoy when
they joined up with Nelly for "Girlfriend."
Aguilera has broken out of any bubblegum
New music on WEIU FM 88.9
Jazz (afternoons until 5 p.m.)
+ Gary Urwin Jazz Orchestra- Living in the moment
+Fred Hersch THo- Live at the Village Vanguard
+ John Hicks - SIT
+ John Patitucci - Songs, Stories and Spatulas
+ Matt Wilson Quartet - Humidity
World (9-Mldnight Mondays)
+ Sweet Honey In the Rock- The Women Gather
+ Mahagita- Harp and Vocal Music of Burhma
+ Amandla Soundtrack
Rock ( 5-9 p.m. daily)
+ Reggie and the Full Effect - Under the Tray
+ Blood Brothers - ... Burn Piano Island, Burn
+ Eleventeen - In the Air
+ Punch.line - The Rewind EP
Staff
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image she once had with this sexy and fun
song.
2. "One More Time" -Daft Punk
The deejay played this song at a club I visited on New Year's Eve and I thought it was
completely appropriate for the occaision.
"One More Time" is a reminder that any day
is a good day to "celebrate and feelln' so
free." Singing along is also necessary for
this song as it has simple words that are easy
to understand, unlike some techno songs that
just repeat one random word continuously.
1. "Sandstorm"- Dantde
Anyone who has been to a club more than
once In their life has likely heard this song.
The song seems universal to the club scene
and has received play in drinking establishments from Charleston to Chicago for the
past few years. The beat to the song is so
infectious it does not even need lyrics.
"Sandstorm" is an example of the perfect
techno song. The tune has a great beat that
drops down and comes back with the
"orgasm" that all great techno songs have.

More favorite fives:
Casey Cora - Senior journalism major
5. "One More Time" - Daft Punk
4. "Groove is in the Heart" - Deee-Lite
3. "Run Like an Antelope" - Phish
2. " Get Up (I Feel Like Being a) Sex
Machine" -James Brown
1. "Don't Stop til You Get Enough" Michael Jackson

Fri. 7

•Might Road Kings
(Featuring Reverend Robert)
Fri. 21
• Nature 's Gravy
Sat. 22 •Green Jenkins/Lorenzo Goetz
Sat. 29 ·Scrap
All Acoustic Sundays 9-11, Hosted by Ryan Groff
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Royal Heights Apartments
1509 S . 2nd

Newly Remodeled
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts.
New Carpet & Furniture • Central Air • Dishwasher

Great Location & Rent Rates

Colin McAuliffe - Photo editor
5. "Hypnotize" - Notorious B.I.G.
4. "B.O.B" - Outkast
3. "You Can Do it" - Ice Cube
2. "Raise Up" - Petey Pablo
1. "Baby I got Your Money" - 01' Dirty
Bastard

Call 346-3583

Carly Mullady- City editor
5. "Ignition Remix" - R. Kelly
4. "B R Right" - Tii.na featuring Ludacris
3. "Dance With Me" - 112
2. "Mesmorlze"- Ja Rule featuring Ashanti
1. "Rosa Parks" - Outkast
Ben Erwin - Online editor
5. "Fucking In the Bushes"- Oasis
4. "Cliffs of Dover"- Eric Johnson
3. "One Nation Under a Groove"- George
Clinton and the P-Funk All Stars
2. "Can I Kick It?"- A Tribe Called Quest
1. "Party Up (Up In Here)"- DMX
Matt Wills - Associate online editor
5. "Barbie Girl"- Aqua
4. "Zombie Nation"- Kenskraft 400
3. "Move Your Body" - Elffel 65
2. "Let Me Clear Me Throat" - OJ Kool
1. "Better Off Alone" -Alice Dejay
Alta King- Senior j ournalism major
5. "Relax" -Frankie Goes to Hollywood
4. "Gin and Juice" Snoop Doggy Dogg
3. The original version of "Blue Monday"
2. "In da Club" -50 Cent
1. "Thrzan Boy" - Baltimora

(::ZJ. 7) 345...39:19

Bell's flower C orneP
"floo-er.s. fCf' Jl ocros.icns,

Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Plush
··~.:
~

lbp 10 albums In sales at Positively Fourth Street
Records for the week of Feb. 25 -March 3.
1. Freeway- Philadelphia Freeway
2. 50 Cent - Get Rich or Die Tryln'
3. R. Kelly - Chocolate Factory
4. Cradle 2 the Grave Soundtrack
5. Eminem -The Eminem Show
6. Bonnaroo - Live double album
7. India.Arie- Acoustic Soul
8. Phish- Live in Vegas DVD
9. John Mayer- Any Given Thursday
10. Missy Elliott- Under Constntction
+ Don't forget Positively Fourth Street Records
also sells releases from local artists.

Ben Turner, Verge editor

Alta King, Copy editor

Kelly McCabe, Associate Verge editor

Ben Turner. Cover design

Ben Erwin. Copy editor

COVER PHOTOS BY CO LIN
MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

CJi&

Come to the Gospel Meeting

South Side
Church of Christ

Julie Bartlow- Senior journalism major
5. "Push It" - Salt-n-Pepa
4. "Back That Ass Up" - Juvenille
3. "Shout" -The Isley Brothers
2. "Can I Get A..." -Jay Z
1. "Low Rider" - War
Friday March 21's topic: Midwest music
venues. E-mail your picks to eiuverge@hotmail.com by Wedenesday the 19. We are
always on the lookout for topics and columnists, voice your opinion E-mail us eiuverge@hotmail.com. Also look for The Best
of Coles County ballot on the back page of
the March 21 issue. Vote for the best in food,
drink, entertainment and many more that
Coles County has to offer.
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Phish's following still hitting on all cylinders even if band isn't
By Casey Cora
STAFF WRIHR

In PhJsh's RolJJng Stone cover
story, the band admitted after Its
last show prior to hJatus, at the
Shoreline
Amphitheatre
in
Mountain View, Calif., the group
locked the doors of its trailer, drank
champagne, smoked pot and crted
because they all thought the show
was truly their last.
From the patchouli stained
dread-locked kids and obsessive
tape-traders to the 21st century
flower girls and white-hat frat kids
who like a good acid kick, everyone
converges in pre-show bacchanalia
in arena parking Jots throughout the
country to take part in what is
known as "Shakedown Street • It's a
grassroots merchant's row where
you can purchase anythJng from
veggte burritos and an imported
beer to hand-blown glass pipes and
non~ommercial t-shirts.
Concert goers may also hear an
impromptu bongo-drum circle, performed by perfect strangers who
blend together and share in the
groove. And therein lies the most
special ideal of the band's evergrowing legacy: the overwhelming
sense of community, a postGrateful Dead sense of camaraderie that must be seen to be
appreciated.
The band took the stage around 8
pm; after a set-opening "Rlft, • the
pace was set for a show that would

Perk:

''A lot of people come
for the coffee, but stay
for the people."
CONTINU£0 FROM PAG£1 B

that kind of support the musical
aspect of Perk kind of died out. •
Despite the drop off in musical

travel in many directions including
focused, spacey, lengthy, tired and
brilllant.
The Velvet Underground's "Rock
and Roll" was extended into a near
11-minute jam that had everyone in
the joint clamoring for a place to
dance. Trust me, when Trey
Anastasio repeatedly beckons "it
was all right." you will believe hJm.
Light man extraordinaire Chris
Kuroda receives an A+ for turning
an otherwise dismal Allstate Arena
into a candyland of reds, blues,
greens, purples and blacks-andwhites, screwing with our heads
and never once missing a beat.
The old-school fan favorite
"Simple" satisfied the masses and
from where I was sitting, it looked
Uke all of PhJsh's four members
were back in the saddle, feeding
simultaneously off of the crowd and
each other and loving every headspinning second of it. A funky
"Cotta Jiboo" noodled in at nearly
20 minutes and closed the first set,
which was a good thing because as
fans, our collective heads were
about to explode.
The second set began with an
epic "1\veezer,• that failed to get the
crowd back into it, which can be
blamed on numerous things: the
heat, Allstate Arena's pitiful
acoustics or bad (or very good)
drugs circulating in the parking Jot.
"Fast Enough For You,• though
beautifully orchestrated, answered
the question posed by the songs
entertainment, Perk continues to
draw crowds who come to enjoy
games, cards or just to relax with
friends.
Despite the change in decor and
shift in atmosphere, Perk still
attracts roughly 50 students a
week
according
to
Sarah
Bramstedt, a junior English major
and Perk organiZer. To some, however, the priority shift for Perk
helped create the nonchalant

title; Chicago's answer was a collective "no."
PhJsh was back for one night
only in Chicago. Plenty of mud has
been slung in the band's direction
about this 12-show February tour:
bad song placement, too much
directionless jamming,
poor
acoustics, bunk mushrooms - whatever.
Phans feel betrayed; how come
these shows haven't been Phish
circa 1996? Well, two years apart
will do that to you and it is 2003.
More time together on the road may
be the only cure for these supposed
complaints, so you'd better pray to
the gods of Sierra Nevada and kind
buds they return for a summer tour,
where they can right the wrongs the
~ed "experts" so quickly and
carelessly have pointed out.

Don't laugh. don't play the group
as misunderstood - Bon Jovi can
still rock.
The 1980s hairband proved its
workman style hasn't been diminished by side projects and acting
gigs with a 2 1/2 hour performance
last Saturday at the United Center
in Chicago.
With an extravagant three-satel-

"Bounce" is loaded with songs
with heavy post-9/11 rhetoric and
the images displayed on the giant
satellite dishes showed that.
The rocker turned 41last Sunday
and the rest of the band surprised
hJm with a Martlyn Monroe lookalike serenade from a cake, a Ia
John F. Kennedy.
But the tone wasn't all sap and
somber. Jovi rekindled his wild past
with "Wild in the Streets, • "Bad
Medicine" and "Shout. •
Not too bad for guy who isn't old,
but "J ust Older."

atmosphere it now enjoys.
"With open mic only once a
month, we don't really market ourselves as a bar alternative, but
Perk is a place to hang out with
friends or talk and play board
games and enjoy free coffee,•
Bramstedt said.
While some students lost interest in Per k without its musical
focus, others have discovered the
locale and have turned it into a

weekly haven from stress.
"(Perk is) Like my Friday
before Friday. It's the chance to
relax in the middle of the week
and not worry about anything,•
Courtney Crane, a sophomore
health studies major said. "No one
can come here and be stressed
out."
This is not to say some envision
a changed Perk in coming years,
or simply look back fondly at what

Perk once was and what it still
provides for students.
"We're sending out word to
every rank comedian, every
wannabe poet, any talent brave
enough to perform in a room full
of strangers, • Dallas Schumacher,
a freshman English major and
Perk performer, said. "I don't
care how we do it, but more people
need to realize what Perk used to
be and what it can be again. •

Bon i .Jovi 5 I ive show stiII
intense and entertaining
By Nate Bloomquist
N£WS £01TOR

Donna's Cleaners
N o w Offering Laundry Service
$5.25 per 15 lbs.
m -100/o off Dry Cleaning t

of local clubs made him "Wanted
Dead or Alive,• but those days
(nights) have vanished in a blaze.
The deeper meaning behind
Jovi's music, or at least the one he
has tried to establish, could stem
from hJs coming of age.

NEW AND GREAT LOCATION
..BEHIND EL KRACKERS _
4TH STREET BUILDING , APT. 9 ,
3 BEDROOM APT, 3-4 PEOPLE .
SINK IN EVERY BEDROOM , SAUNA,
HOT TUB, WORKOUT ROOM.
309-825-6009 DAYS
309-662-5394 EVENINGS

I

• We Separate a nd Fold Your Loads
• Quick Turnaro und Service
• Full S ervice C leaners

345-3454

704 Jackson Ave.

Jon Bo n J ovi is still one of the most charasmatic frontmen in rock 'n' roll.

lite set behind them, Jovi and
cohorts Richie Sambora, Tico
Torres and David Bryan blazed
through more than 25 songs with
plenty of glory and lasers.
The band played a handful of
songs from its new album,
"Bounce," which was released last
October. The band also went
through some of its classic hits that
bombarded rock radio for the last
15 years. The group also played its
first single, "Runaway" and treated
the crowd to a special rendition of
"I'll be There for You, • with
Sambora on lead vocals.
While plenty of the band's newer
music has lost a Jot of the fun,
instead a more powerful message
has been sought by the group. Bon
Jovi's days of romping through
towns across the country stealing
the hearts of women and the booze
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DiFranco disappoints Darwin with 'Evolve'
By Ben Erwin
ONLINE EDITOR

Ani DiFranco, the powerfully
staunch DIY auteur, has always
weathered all musical climates
by baring her soul alongside visceral guitar work and beat-like
lyrics wrapping the English language into knots. With "Evolve,"
however, she largely abandons
much
of
her
signature
singer/songwriter aesthetic in
favor of flat horn-Inflected, jazzier musing.
DiFranco's usually mesmerizing verbiage is often lost below
the clatter of horn arrangements
and organ hum.
While her seething vehemence
has been at times her biggest
strength, "Evolve" tracks a
metamorphosis of sorts from
indle, acoustic punk to sophisticated lounge act with mere hints
of subversive undertones. Where
releases like "Not a Pretty Girl"
and "Not so Soft" established
DiFranco as a femenine tour de
force, "Evolve" cracks her hard
veneer to reveal a soft underbelly.
"Promised Land" kicks off the
album with jazzy horns accompanying smooth bass and delicate
guitar plucking building to
crescendos at the choruses.
Although much of DiFranco's
previous work is characterized
by reckless abandon, "Promised
Land" sets a mellow tone for the
album to follow, with DiFranco's
always articulate lyrics often
being burled beneath the debris.
"In the Way" offers skittering
guitar
pops
alongside
a
Hammond organ groove and
muted trumpets. Offering her
typical lament on love and emotional baggage she has become
famous for, DiFranco spews the
narrative with her beat-poet
flow.
Eschewing
horn-drenched
overtones, "Icarus" provides

southern-flavored slide guitar
giving the song a mellow groove
perfect for any '50s noir epic.
Likewise, "Here For Now" Is
powered by a slinky bass-line
juxtaposed by DIFranco's rapidfire delivery. It is in these
moments where the evolution
from feminist poet to smooth
jazz act is most realized, as
DiFranco's voice finally matches
the music in the same manner as
her previous work.
Songs like "Slide" and "0 My
My" typify the more mediocre
elements of the album, offering
little in the way of DiFranco's
typical style or flair. With this,
much of "Evolve" falls flat.
There are moments of
DiF ranco's
previous
work
though, with the seemingly
Improvised beat lyrics of
"Evolve," the smooth guitar
work of "Second Intermission"
and the stuttering groove of
"Phase" all standing as testaments to the fact DiFranco hasn't
completely abandoned her trademark style or the fans who
admire her work.
Although "Evolve" is obvlosly
the next step in DiFranco's musical vision, the aforementioned
tracks prove the songstress is at
least making the change with
care.
DiFranco even offers up a pair
of songs from her most recent
live release, "So Much Shouting,
So Much Laughter," In the form
of the breathy "Shrug" and the
mid-tempo "Welcome To. " Much
of "Evolve" was foreshadowed
by "So Much Shouting," as
DiFranco was accompanied on
the album by the same musicians
who provide accompanyment
now.
•Although she may alienate
some longtime fans with the mellower, less abrasive style,
"Evolve" isn't a terrible album. It
merely showcases a different
side of DiFranco; a far less entertaining and meeker side fans are
rarely privy to. If this is the next
stage in DiFranco's riot grrrl
evolution, it appears she has cast
aside her legs and taken a few
steps back into the ocean.

The .JuI i ana Theory
makes a run at mainstream recognition with
'Love'
By Kelly Kolovitz
"Evolve"
Ani Difracco

**

STAFF WRIHR

If you are looking for both a
positive and negative vlbe about
love The Juliana Theory's new
album "Love" is for you.

British outfit Fiction
Plane may be the next
rock outfit to make a
splash on the other side
of the Atlantic
By Mike Scales
STAFF WR IHR

Action Plane-

"love

The Juliana Theory

**"
For the first five songs into the
album, the members of The
Juliana Theory sounds as if they
are leaning toward a poppler
sound to suit modern rock radio
as the album was released on
Epic Records. But to my surprise, the remaining tracks on
the album revert the western
Pennsylvania-based
quintet's
customary emo sound.
The lyrics are harder on this
album but some still flow with
the same genuineness. On there
first single, "Do you believe
me?, " not only are the lyrics
tough, but their content is rough
as well. Although I dislike this
song because of the change in the
band's sound, I do give the group
credit for having a bit more flare
than other radio bands.
Songs such as, "The Hardest
Things" and "As it Stands" fit the
Impression of what I thought this
album would be.
Frontman and guitarist, Brett
Detar, still exemplifies that deep
raspy voice that gives him his
Unique vocal range. On "White
Days" his love message Is perfectly conveyed by his harmonic
vocals.
The guitar riffs are phenomenal on certain songs, especially
"As it Stands." The strings are
struck like bells to make for a
soothing sound. However, I was
not impressed with the grungelike
breakouts
in
"Congratulations" and "Trance."
For a bit of relief, The Juliana
Theory engulfs listeners with the
comforting sounds of the plano.
This brings the band full-circle
and reminds me of their sound
from their previous EP "From
Another Room" and their other
previous releases on Seattle's
Tooth & Nail Records.
Although I was somewhat disappointed at first, The Juliana
Theory's "Love" maintains their
clever style while slicing into a
bit of modern pop.

Fiction Plane is a London-born
rock band soon to make its major
label debut on MCA Records
with the new, beautifully produced "Everything Will Never
BeOk."
Led by talented singer/songwriter, Joe Sumner, Fiction Plane
draws on numerous musical
influences. The band's sound
seems to vary here and there,
dipping into post-punk clatter,
Brit-pop and even techno all the
while remaining a solid, biting
rock outfit ready to take on the
airwaves.
With veteran producer, David
Kahne (Sublime, Earshot, Sugar
Ray), the band was able to let
loose, recording the album's 12
songs live to 8-track analog in
attempts to capture the raw live
sound the band has become so
well known for across England.
The end result is very impressive, to say the least. The rawness of Kahne's production creates a cool dichotomy against the
beautifully arranged songs and
meaningful lyrics. It's as if we
are hearing Fiction Plane the
way they were meant to sound,
rather than how they could sound
by means of a slick, digital production.
What was most striking about
Fiction Plane upon the first listening Is the awesome vocal
range of Joe Sumner. His voice
often seems to soar above the
music with an emotional intensity comparable to the likes of
Chris Cornell or Bono.
With that first taste of towering vocals on the opening track,
"Listen To My Babe," you can
understand why Sumner and his
band, guitarist Seton Daunt and
bassist Dan Brown have been
taking English crowds by storm
over the past three years.
Sumner is also a very gifted
lyricist. Mostly dark and bitter,
the
lyrical
content
on
"Everything Will Never Be Ok"
seems to be coming straight
from the heart.
On the album's third cut,
"Cigarette," the anger and bitterness bleeds through the speakers
and you can't help but relate to
this man's need to hate. The song
starts off as innocently upbeat as
any wholesome pop song with
"Say you'll meet me after school

Please aim before you shoot
With
the
release
of
his
Shady/Aftermath debut "Get Rich or Die
Tryin," rapper 50 Cent has been brought
to the forefront of "gangsta" rap.
Boosting his Immense street credibility
are tales of 50 being shot a mind-boggling nine times in a jewelry theft outside his grandmother's New York home.
Although rappers being shot is nothing new (though it is rather surprising
the fabled "drive by" was not the impudence behind this attack), the fact 50
lived through being shot NINE times is
noteworthy. This only proves that either
he Is, in fact, a cockroach capable of surviving near apocalyptic conditions, or
his assailants are pathetic criminals and
lousy shots.
While I don't advocate any manner of
physical violence, I am a firm believer
in the idea that if you're going to do
something, you might as well do it right.
Unfortunately, today's thug is not as
sophisticated or well trained as murderers of yore, and it appears any moron
with a Glock and a dream fancies him or
herself a prospective crlmlnal mastermind.
Sadly, successful urban hip-hop slayers are made - not born.

Ben Erwin
ONLINE EDITOR

Rappers are, by nature, resilient, so
special precautions must be made in
order for their effective onnoculation.
First and foremost, please aim before
you shoot While it may sound like a
great deal of effort to physically learn to
properly handle any manner of firearm,
the hours at the shooting range will surely pay off. Also, please resist the temptation to hold your weapon sideways
while shooting. Although it may look
exponentially cooler, especially in all of
those movies and music videos on television, it's ultimately much tougher to handle kickback while holding a handgun
sideways. And really, what's the point of
looking like a badass when your
assailant can simply get back up and

retaliate on your cowardice ass?
If closing one eye and taking aim simply isn't for you, consider trading in the
bllng-bllng around your neck or your
rims for a laser scope. But remember,
when the other thugs ask, make sure you
let them know you did It all by yourself
-like a big boy- without the help of anything or anyone.
Hlp hop deaths are like fish stories of
the urban community, so make sure to
exaggerate. If anyone asks, the quarry
was fast as, well, not a bullet, but fast
nonetheless. And if the other thugs
inquire, he or she was also at the top of
the world of hip hop, not some crackslinging grunt the likes of 50 Cent was
when he was attacked.
If mafia movies have taught us nothing, it is that death, or near death experience, is a simple inevitable fact of life
and should be exploited at all costs. A
rapper's ticket to the top should be street
credibility and battle scars, but most certainly not talent So please, young thugs
eager to off a future hlp hop legend,
please handle yourself In a manner befitting your noble profession. Remember
the forefathers of the industry and honor
them with your marksmanship.

"Everything Will Never Be Ok"

Fiction Plane

***
I Lucky me you're pretty cool."

The mood then changes suddenly, as it would with any relationship gone bad, and you can just
taste the disgust. "I used to
believe in love I You use it just
like a glove ... Fuck yourself and
fuck your cigarettes."
Another stand out track on
"Everything" is the anti-war meditation, "Soldier Machismo." With
opening guitar riffs reminiscent of
Cracker's
folksy
goodness,
"Machismo" Is one of the album's
more low-key songs, yet it's no less
affective than any of their heaviest. On it, Fiction Plane lead their
own little protest with lyrics like
"Broken shells and twisted metal/
Flaming egos, wilting petals I Look
outside your eyes are sore I Now
tell me who won the war." The following track, "I Wish I Would Die,"
Is another low-key, unassuming
song, but its emotional impact
makes It one of the best songs on
the album. It starts out with the
lyric "To wallow in pain," moves
on to "The cold days are coming
and your worry Is the Uniform,"
and refrains with the poignant
"How I wish I would die I How I
wish I would die today, oh."
Though Fiction Plane does very
well for themselves with skillfully
arranged melodies on the lighter
side, their real strength remains In
the heavier, more stripped down
tunes that give "Everything Will
Never Be Ok" that raw and frenzied feel. One of the better heavier
songs, "Silence," sticks out like a
delightfully sore thumb at the end
of the record with its frantic metal
riffs and dizzy guitar solo.
So If you happen to have the
time and you're sick of the typical
upbeat pop with shallow lyrics and
simple music, look no further.
Your saviors are here. Fiction
Plane's taut, anti-pop style is a
refreshing slab of honest and
unforgiving rock. Let's just hope
they get the credit they deserve as
they line up with the best that
mainstream rock has to offer.

CONCERT CALENDAR
Friday
+ Mighty Road
Kings
The Uptowner
10p.m. $2
+ X-Krush
Gunner Bucs
9p.m. $5
+ Ceili Peppers
Friends & Co.
10p.m. $2
Saturday
+ Radio Kings,
Jam Band, Five
Gone Mad,
Mighty
Roadkings,
Electric Monkey
1 p.m.- 1 a .. m.
benefit show
Smday & March 16
+ Ryan Groff,
Acoustic night at
The Uptowner
8 p.m. no cover

March 14
+ Red Skyy
Gunner Bucs
9p.m. $5

March 15

+ Pop Rocks
Gunner Bucs
9p.m. $5

+ Linkin Park,
Blindside
March14
Riviera Theatre
Chicago

Shows over break
+ Mexican
Cheerleader, The
Mashers
March 8
The Fireside
Bowl
Chicago

+ Aswah
Gregory and the
Enforcers
March14
Canopy Club
Urbana

+ Talib Kweli,
Gang Starr,
Floetry
March 8
House of Blues
Chicago

+ Wynton
Marsalis
March 14
Sheldon Concert
Hall
St. Louis

+ Sparta, Hot
Water Music,
Glassjaw and
Dredge
March 10
The Vic
Chicago

+ The Tossers,
Flogging Molly,
Mighty Mighty
Bosstones
March 15
The Vic
Chicago

+ OAR.
Pseudopod,
Marc Broussard
March 13
Aragon Ballroom
Chicago

+ Dillinger Four,
The Arrivals
March 16
Hi-Pointe
St. Louis

